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CHRISTMAS CHEER

THREE-TIMES-A-WEEK

Soon To Be Spread With
Millions Distributed By
Christmas Clubs '

Editor
WM. O. PULLER
Associate Editor
FRANK A WINSLOW

Three hundred and fifty-five mil
lion dollars will be distributed to
about seven and a half million
Christmas Club members by approximately 5500 banking institutions and
, „
in 1855 and In 1891 changed Its name to , organizations Within1 the next two
Marchr'i7UniP897TheS* pspcr* C0n80ll<l4ted j weeks according to an estimate given
—r"
,
ij
i
‘ out by Herbert P. Rawll, founder and
president ot Christmas Club, a CorX'
poratlon.
•••
After crosses and losses, men
♦ grow humbler and wiser. — — | The estimated average amount for
Franklin
•» ; each member ls $46 56. The estimate
[ ls based upon a substantial number
~ j of reports from institutions operat~ I Ing the Christmas Club plan ln dif
ferent sections of the country. These
SALE OF
banks report, on an average, a 14%
Increase ln total accumulations over
1935. The average increase and the
Of the Late Mrs. Levi Turner

Subacrlptlons 63 00 per year payable ln
advance; single copies three cents.
Advertising rates based upon circula
tion and very reasonable.
NEWSPAPER HISTORY
The Rockland Oazette was established
In 1846 In 1874 the Courier was estab
lished and consolidated with the Oazette
ln 1882 The Free Press was established

4

HOUSEHOLD GOODS

Knox Street,

Thomaston aveTag€ J*r member ‘^“’ution so

| reported has been used ln arriving at
the estimated figures for 1936.
In the distribution of Christmas
Club funds this year. New York leads
NOTICE!
the other States with about S96.500.000
while the estimates for Pennsylvania
are S36.200.000. for New Jersey $31,AT
500.000 and for Massachusetts $26,ERNEST HUNTS
500.000. New York City's Metropoli
tan District will receive about $52,000.000. The Bank of America N. T.
UNION, ME.
and S. A. In California will distribute
$7,000,000. The Bank of the Man
hattan Company in New York has
1.00 P. M.
$3250.000 for more than 80,000 mem
138-140
bers enrolled at 57 offices in Greater
New York.
The Seamen's Bank for Savings In
OPEN FOR BUSINESS
the City of New York has a total ac
cumulation of approximately $1,425.000 The banks In Washington, D. C.
WARREN. MAINE
have $6,300,000 ready for distribution.
Maynard Pierce, Prop.
(Formerly with Drewett's Garage! : representing an increase of 20% over
138* It |last year.

SHOOT

HAPPY HOLLOW
November 22

I

CENTRAL GARAGE

UNITED

CONCERT

RUBINSTEIN CLUB OF ROCKLAND
LES C.AMARADES MUSICAUX OF BATH

FRIDAY, NOVEMBER 20—8 P. M.
CONGREGATIONAL CHURCH, ROCKLAND
Vocal and Instrumental Solos. Ensemble Numbers. Organ, First and
Second Violins and Plano Accompaniments
TICKETS 50 CENTS

THANKSGIVING CHARITY BALL
WEDNESDAY EVE, NOV. 25
TEMPLE HALL, ROCKLAND
Auspices Kiwanls Underprivileged Child Committee

AN APPRECIATION
We join in an expression of deepest appreciation of the many
courtesies extended during the rehearsals and production of the
Annual Milk Fund Benefit Play. “Ship Ahoy.” Cast, Teachers, Stu
dent Body. Mrs. Charlotte Hopkins, Albert Marsh, A. C. Jones, Miss
Florence Molloy. Ralph U. Clark. Gregory's, Studley’s, Chisholm's
and The Courier-Gazette are named with appreciation.

ADELAIDE CROSS. Coach.
Rockland Parent-Teacher Association.
138*It
:<tg«<«««»<«ig«mgMmgMwm«ig

Call in and let us show you our beautiful

Rockland, Maine, Tuesday, November 17, 1936

CANNING CONCERN CELEBRATES

THREE CENTS A COPY

Volume 91................ Number 138.

LINCOLN COLCORD IN CAMDEN

Black & Gay, 25 Years Old, Entertains Its Em
ployes and Thomaston Citizens

SOCIAL SECURITY

Read This Statement and You
Will
Understand
All
About It, Maybe

The social Security Board yester
day began the gigantic task of enroll
ing 26.000,OCO American wage and
A notable social event ln the his at the conclusion of the very happy
salary earners In Its compulsory old
tory of Thomaston was the enter occasion.
age Insurance plan which goes into
Nov. 6, 1911, a new industry blos
tainment given last night by Black &
effect Jan. 1.
somed on the Thomaston water
Gay, Canners to celebrate the 25th
The old age annuity plan is one of
front, the nature of which was In
three main features of the Social
anniversary of that important In dicated by the sign, “Black & Gay,
Security Act. The others are: 1. Fed
dustry. Employes of the concern and Canners,*" the proprietors being Fred
eral aid to the needy aged, the needy
townspeople filled every bit of avail C Black and the late Oeorge E. Gay.
blind, and dependent children; 2,
A
brief
review
of
later
events
is
here
able space In Watts Hall, except the
Unemployment Insurance.
Both
given:
gallery, which was closed on this oc
these features of the act, however,
The Wiscasset plant was estab
are state-administered. The old age
casion.
lished in 1916.
annuities are wholly federal and do
Fred C. Black, president of the cor
The partnership suffered the loss
not involve the question of need.
poration. assumed, personal charge of its Junior partner in 1918, when
Starting New Year's Day, the gov
of the entertainment, and his son. Mr. Gay became a victim of In
ernment will tax each American
Gerald, who is associated with him fluenza.
worker not exempt from the plan 1
The Wiscasset plant was trans
percent of his wage. Employers will
ln the management of the Thomas
ferred to Brooks in 1919.
be taxed another 1 percent. The
ton plant, acted as master of cere
In 1920 the Thorndike & Hix plant
workers deductions will be made
monies.
ln Union was purchased.
from their pay envelopes. The tax
The program opened with an hour In 1922 the Oceanville plant was
gradually will Increase until the
worker is paying 3 percent In 1949
of motion pictures, selected with a bought from the Portland Packing
Co.
and the employer another 3 percent.
view to pleasing a general audience
In 1926 the corporation removed
This tax is expected to bring $247,—science, comedy, music and of its Thomaston plant to the present
000.000 into a special treasury ac
course, "Mickey Mouse."
location, where it now has one of the
count next year. Five years from
With all sails spread, here's a reminder of the days when ships sailed the seas, and when the Penobscot
Between reels Gerald Black called best equipped canning plants in the
now, when the fund will have reached
was
adding
to
the
glory
of
it
all.
for speeches, and the corporation's State. It is located on the site of the
a total of $3,656,000,000 eligible work
welcome to the public was cordially original Gen. Knox mansion, "Mont
ers of 65 will be able to retire on a
expressed by President Black, who pelier.”
Members of Limerock Valley Po- i tury_ all of the coast towns were i iyn; Clifford Nichols Carver of pension the amount of which will be
reviewed in few words the growth of The corporation began its career
given up to one central Industry— Searsport and New York; Ralph determined by the size of their earn
mona Grange and their numerous
the plant, thanking the citizens of with tlie packing of clams, gradual
,
.
. _ , .
, , . shipbuilding and ship operating.' Whittier of Bangor; Commander ings in the interim.
H
B
nrvant tisn
Thomaston for their attendance and ly taking on baked beans, brown guests learned much Saturday_ nig.it Searsport
Pensions in 1942 will total $52,800,never
had a population in | Carleton Fanton Bryant,
u o iv , of
oi
the help for its loyal co-operation. bread, corn, apples and clam chow about the early history of the Penob excess of 3000 but in 1870 it had eight Searsport and Quincy; James Harper 000. the government estimates. They
With the aid of his son he hoped to j der. all of which commodities speed- scot Bay region, with especial refer shipyards in which full-rigged ships Duncan. Robert Porter Nichols, and will range eventually from $10 to $85
carry on for many more years. The ily gained a reputation which has ence to the subject of shipbuilding. were being built. Half of the popu-' Lincoln Colcord of Searsport; and a month. The upper limit will not be
reached In 1942, since the length of
applause which greeted his statement found a ready market for them all
They learned also about the Penob lation was engaged in this work and the first Selectman of the town of time a worker contributes also helps
showed how plainly his listeners re over the country. President Black
scot Marine Museum which has re the other hall was on the sea op- Searsport. ex-offlcio
echoed that sentiment.
has kept closely in touch with cently been established at Searsport erating ships. The owners made
The officers are; President. Cllf— determine the retirement annuity.
Workers now 60 years old who have
“Shine" Feyler was the first em modern methods of manufacture, and
for the purpose of preserving the much money and as a result the ford Nickels Carver; vice president,
ploye called upon, and believe it or has watched the market so shrewdiv shipping records and marine objects ( countryside was built up. Otherwise Robert Porter Nichols; treasurer, steady jobs and receive $25 a week
not, Carl didn't have a word to say. that left over stocks have been rarely
Ralph Whittier; secretary, Lincoln will be eligible to retire in 1942 with
of the eastern section of the coast there would not be the fine old
an assured income of $18 a month. A
His countenance however, was recorded.
Colcord.
houses now seen there.
of Maine.
wreathed in smiles and blushes.
It Is desired that there be one worker now 35 who earns an average
The corporation has given employ
Mr. Colcord then told of the am
Full of salient facts about the
Mrs. Josephine Stone and Miss ment to as high as 300 persons when
room
which will be devoted to ship of $25 a week until he ls ready to re
early history of this section was the bitious program of the Penobscot
Margaret Thornton of the office staff the Thomaston and Brooks factories
yard
tools
for caulking and rigging, tire will get $45 a month for the rest
graphic story unfolded by Pomona's Marine Museum at Searsport which
expressed their congratulations in were both operating, and has aver
sail-making equipment and all other of his life starting in 1967.
guest speaker. Lincoln Colcord, one is to perpetuate marine history and
The plan, however, is not limited to
happily worded remarks, and told of aged a yearly pack of 140,000 cases
objects pertaining to nautical crafts
of Maine's foremost authors, to marine relics.
workers
of small Income. Men and
the cordial relations existing between
With the death of Mr. Gay hte In whom the tang of the sea is almost
At a special town meeting in Au manship. The museum should also women earning $10,000 a year or more
the president and the staff.
have,
Mr.
Colcord
says,
a
complete
terest in the business was bought by as essential as the life-giving fluid gust the town of Searsport present
will pay taxes and receive benefits—
Roy Goding, manager of the Alfred S. and John A. Black, brothers
ed to the museum a handsome old collection of the best types of rigged but their Income will be considered
which courses in his veins.
Brooks plant, was also called upon, of the present head, who eventually
models and a marine library.
The services of Mr. Colcord, as a brick structure, formerly the Town
to be $3,000 for the purposes of the
but modestly declined the role of became the sole owner.
Maine has always been a distinct
speaker were secured Through the House, but unused for many years.
plan. This means that they will be
orator.
President Black speaks in high efforts of Mrs. N B. Hopkins, lec- This building was given to the town unit ln the American maritime Uxed on the basis of $3,000 a year
With the end of the picture pro terms of his lieutenants. Earl Hyler turer of Megunticook Orange, to in 1845 by David Sears, the China scene; geographical position, wealth
income and receive benefits in pro
gram the guests were summoned to as en foreman of the Thomaston whOm the attentive listeners are duly merchant and founder of a well- of shipping resources, and the spe
portion.
the beano table, and they remained plant since the concern went into I grateful.
known Boston family, when Sears- cial qualities of its population all
But there are large classes of
engrossed in that popular sport until business, Roy Goding has been foreMr. Colcord prefaced his recital I port was named for him. At that have contributed to this fact. The workers who will be exempt because
a very late hour. The prizes were man of the Brooks plant since that! with the story of the schooner For- time Mr. Sears owned Brigadiers history of Maine shipping from Co of the type of employment in which
done up ln bundles and each winner was established, Carl Feyler has est which was built on a mountain Island at the head of Penobscot lonial times is a story by itself of they are engaged. The act exempts
was asked to make his own selection. been an employe since the Thomastop ln West Lincolnville, hauled Bay, a part of the township now significant importance. The aim of farm labor—which includes 14,000,Some of the prizes were of the usual ton plant was established; Forrest through the streets of that town and known “ Sears Island- and had a the Penobscot Marine Museum is to 000 persons, according to govern
order, but others stressed comedy. 8tone has been in the office six years, launched at Camden in 1830. The summer mansion and fancy stock preserve and build up this special ment estimates. Also excluded are
One woman for instance, drew a roll ®n Gerald Black has been with his story of this unusual incident was farm there.
story from its beginnings, both by a government employes—state, federal
ing pin, coincident with which, her a er f°Ur }ears
policy of research and publication and local—domestic servants, work
• • • •
[told ln these columns about 10 years
husband made a hasty exit from the
e office staff keeps pace with j ago, creating widespread interest,
This old Town House ls being re and by a proper collection and exhi ers for certain non-profit organiza
hall, and at last accounts had not the concern's development, Mrs.
modeled
as the home of the museum bition of objects illustrating the tions, sailors and railroad workers
The schooner was built by farmers
record.
been located. And it is generally ad Stone, the bookkeeper, having occu
already insured under the railroad
and had a long career as a bay under the direction of Charles Cor
mitted that “Beebee" was some pied that position since 1919 while
The
field
is
practically
untouched,
retirement
act.
nelius,
New
York
architect,
who
de

coaster.
picker.
and the opportunities are beyond
Miss Thornton the stenographer has
During the French and Indian signed the American wing of the
Ice cream and cookies were served been on duty 12 years.
calculation. An economic study of
THE STARRETT BRIDGE
wars this section of Maine was prac Metropolitan Museum, and will be
New England ship building, with es
ready
for
occupancy
next
summer.
tically unsettled. There was a mili
Funds for reconstructing twelve
The trustees are Admiral William pecial attention to its co-operative
tary outpost at Thomaston as early
aspect, has never been made. Cus flood-destroyed bridges in Maine, to
Veazie
Pratt,
UB.N.,
(retired)
of
Bel

as 1725, and some Indian atrocities
tom House records from the estab talling $254,000 have been allocated
were reported, but the Penobscot fast; Ralph Miller Johnson of Bel
llshment of the Customs Service in by the President, WPA announced
fast
and
New
York,
Prof.
Samuel
Bay section remained a virgin coast
1790 have never been examined as yesterday. All are on town-owned
Eliot
Morison
of
Mt.
Desert
and
and forest while these things were
a
whole with respect to accuracy of property.
Boston; Capt. Phineas Banning
going on.
The projects will be constructed
• • • •
Blanchard of Searsport and Brook(Continued on Page Slxi
under
the general supervision of the
Around 1755 "confidence was re
Bureau of Public Roads of the De
stored" and there began a pent-up
partment of Agriculture
emigration
movement.
Samuel
Six recent Rockland fires, at- small fire at the Crockett stable on
$2000 ls allocated to reconstruct the
Waldo acquired title to the Muscontributed to an incendiary, were the Lindsey street, causing small loss be
Starrett bridge over Georges River
gus Patent and Gov. Pownal of the
in Warren.
work of William A. Young of Lisle cause of prompt discovery.
Massachusetts Bay Colony came in
Oct. 27, in the morning, a fire in
street, according to the local police,
1759 and selected Fort Point as the
the Isidor Gordon block on Main
YOUR FAVORITE POEM
who say that he confessed to setting street, doing about $1500 damage to site of a fort. Gen. Waldo died of
them. The boy, who is 14 years old the building and office of Dr. Wil apoplexy. The next year 300 militia
If I bad my life to live again I would
have made a rule to read some poetry
men built Fort Pownal, and settlers
ls alleged to have told the police that liam Ellingwood.
and listen to some music at least once
a week. The loss of these tastes la a
he started the fires in order to hear Oct. 27 in the nighttime, two small began taking up land around Bucks
The Community Building Furnish gifts of furniture or equipment.
loss of happiness. —Charlei Darwin.
the sirens and watch the crowd fires at the Messer Garage building port. Saxon English worked side by
The dedication ceremony will be a
ing Committee is all set and ready to
side
with
Scotch
Irish
and
contrary
JACK FROST
gather. Said he got more of a kick on Lisle and Park streets.
go with Its first regular meeting in public affair with a minimum charge
out of it than he did out of the mo Nov. 11, in the afternoon, fire in to the opinion of some were not pio the Chamber of Commerce rooms at to insure a record crowd and some The Frost looked forth on a still, clear
night.
tion pictures. The arrest of the the vacant building on Park street neers from across the waters. Be 4 o'clock Thursday afternoon. A truly extraordinary entertainment And whispered, "Now. I shall be out of
tween
1760
and
1770
several
towns
sight;
Young boy followed an investigation which had been occupied by the
general furnishings
specification that is already being arranged. A So. through the valley and over tho
were firmly established.
height.
by City Marshal A. P. Richardson Knox County Grain Co.
Buy-A-Chair
Club
ls
also
being
In silence I'll take my wav.
Then came the Revolutionary room by room Is completed and a
and a Portland representative of the The Young boy was arraigned be
formed with special honors and I Will not go on like that blustering
special
committee
with
groups
from
period. As soon as this was over the
train.
Underwriters.
privileges to the members. Other The wind
fore Judge Z. M. Dwinal in Munici
and the snow, the hall and
settlements
gained a new lease ot men's and women’s divisions will be
Here is a list of the fires which pal Court yesterday forenoon, plead
the rain.
projects will unquestionably be
appointed
to
make
a
careful
study
of
life.
It
was
astonishing
how
firmly
That make such a bustle and noise In
the police now charge up against ed not guilty to the charge of arson
developed.
vain:
they had developed their basic char what actual furniture should be proBut I'll (be as busy as they!"
him:
The present membership of the
and waived examination. He was
vided.
Oct. 22. late at night, the so-called held for the February term of Knox acter. Always among them was a
The auditorium will be in readiness . men s group includes: The Mayor, So he flew to the mountain and
Its crest.
Munsey Garage buildings on Lima- County Superior Court, bail being ship-wright or a master builder, and for use during the Christmas period w- I- Ayer, T. H. Chisholm. Dr. He litpowdered
on the trees, and their boughs he
Jonathan
Buck.
The
first
thing
he
dressed
rock street, causing a loss of about fixed in the sum of $5000. County
and committees will run at least two William Ellingwood. A. W. Gregory,
did was to build a ship at Bucks danees during that period and an- j John M Pomeroy, James Connellan, With diamonds and pearls: and over the
$6000.
breast
Attorney J. C. Burrows appeared for
the quivering lake, he spread
Oct. 22. half an hour after the the State and Harry E. Wilbur for port. The standard of technique was other committee will stage probably , L. E. McRae, W. J. Sullivan, Joseph A Of
coat of mall that It need not fear
just
as
high
in
those
years
as
it
was
above fire had been extinguished, a the respondent.
tiwo basketball games during the Emery, Supt. Cumming, Principal The glittering point of many a spear
in Great Britain. Farming began at same period. The committee as a Biaisdell, F. A. Tirrell, E. B. Crockett, Which he hung on Its margin, far and
near.
the same time, and the settlements whole will function on Community . B. H. Stinson, A. C. McLoon, George
Where a rock oould rear Its head.
THE SOUTHERN CRUISE test stores may be found In the con moved on to extraordinary propor Fair with a special steering commit- B. Wood, Henry B. Bird, Donald C
He went to the window of those who
test advertisement in this paper.
tions.
slept.
tee as the spear head. Another group | Leach, George Dyer, Bob Hudson,
The Southern Winter Cruise Con Francis Havener Jr.................... 6221
over each pane like a fairy crept;
The development of shipbuilding in will carry on with an automobile I Wilbur Senter, Howe Glover, Law And
Wherever
he breathed, wherever he
test is getting closer with the con Arlene Havener ........................ 6112
stepped.
the Penobscot area was intensive. show. An extremely popular enter- [ rence Miller, Donald Kelsey, Don
By
the
light
of the morn were seen
Edna
Gregory
.......
6061
testants fighting to hold those
The full-rigged ship Lucy & Nancy tainment has been volunteered by the Matheson, Charles C! Wotton, Robert Most beautiful things!—there were
Vivian
Mullen
.......
6052
flowers
and
coveted first two places. On Monday,
was built in 1803 by Eleazer Crab famous Forty Club Minstrels who McCarty, Charles H. Berry, E. R There were bevies trees.
of birds and swarms
Charles Mitchell ...................... 4482
Francis Havener Jr., shot from fourth
of bees;
tree of Fox Island and full-rigged will appear in all their old1 time glory Veazie, AS. Peterson, A. E. Brunberg
Leon White Jr........... . ............. 2806
There were cities and temples and
place to the sun berth with Arlene Daisy Gray ............................... 2541 ships were also built at Ducktrap under direction of Arthur F. Lamb Joseph Dondis, Dr. Richardson. Dr
towers; and these
All pictured ln silvery sheen!
Havener hot on his trail and a very Carrie Breen ........................... 2532 and Orland. There was also early with such standard favorites in the Peaslee, Hector G. Staples, Earle C
few votes behind for second position. Vera Ames ............................... 2430 Shipbuilding on the islands, which cast as Maynard Marston, Lou Cook, Dow, R. S. Sherman and S. L. Cullen But he did one thing that was hardly
fair—
No one contestant seems able to hold William Cross :........................ 2160 looked as good as the mainland to Doc. Conley, Pat Lawrence and the M. F. Lovejoy, J. H. McLoon and R He peeped ln the cupboard: and finding
there
C. Perry.
the lead for very long at one time Vivian Foster ........................... 1725 the early settlers. Ships built at augmented chorus.
That all had forgotten for him to pre
The Women's Division is organiz
so hot is the battle for votes. Score Ellen Anderson ........................ 1501 Vinalhaven, Islesboro and Isle au
An extemely important groups will
pare:
Just to set them a-thinklng.
boards are maintained at all times Clayton McMahon.................... 1023 Haut were the equal of those con be the initial gifts committees, one ing under direction of Mrs. Ruth I’ll"Now.
bite this basket of fruit." said he.
structed on the mainland, and the operating to secure Individuals, Ellingwood and will conduct some and "This costly pitcher I'll burst ln three!
at Perry’s Markets with the latest
And the glass of water they've left for
work ceased only because the ma firms or societies willing to equip a co-operate in all activities. The com
available scores. Contest stores are
me.
terials became exhausted.
giving one vote with every twenty
room to bear a memorial name, and mittee names will appear In an early Shall 'tchlck' to tell them I'm drink
ing."
five cent purchase. A list of the con
—Hannah F. Clouhl
At this time—early in the 19th cen- another group to seek volunteered Issue,

HELD ON ARSON CHARGE

William A. Young, 14, Said To Have Admitted
Causing Incendiary Fires

ALL SET AND READY TO GO

General Committee For Furnishing Community
Building To Formally Organize Thursday

No finer cards are offered anywhere at
these prices

PEERLESS CHRISTMAS FOLDERS
Designs definitely new .
folder style.

. exquisite stock
made to order.

50 of one design,
50 assorted, 4 designs,

smart

$1.00

$1.25

With envelopes to match, and including
your name on each card
We do not send samples by mail

Now is the time to buy while the stock is
complete
Postage 10c additional on each box

THE COURIER GAZETTE

Every-Other-Day

Rockland Courier-Gazette, Tuesday, November 17, 1936
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SOCIAL SECURITY: STUDY THE SUBJECT

A FRIGID DECEMBER
That’s What Rideout Pre

dicts—How He Arrives
Editor of The Courier-Oazette:—
I request the co-operation of The Courier-Oazette in the interest of all the employers and employes who are
At His Decisions
■ to be affected by the Social Security Act.
Nov. 24, forms wiH be made available, by deliver)' to employers, for completion by emp.oyes, Accuracy in
Maybe you aren't very Interested
completing these forms is very essential: these forms will constitute most important evidence in obtaining the
1936
NOVEMBER.
.936
old age pension, and in some cases will doubtless be important evidence in court To aid in accomplishing ac in the weather. Perhaps tomorrow
curacy, (1) employers are asked to assist employes in completing the form, and (2) whoever completes the form
is asked to read carefully the instructions thereon, BEFORE starting to fill out the form. Such care will reduce will be just another tomorrow, whether
I 1 3 4 5 6
to a minimum the necessity of returning cards for correction, with consequent delay and trouble for all concerned. it rains or whether the sun shines,
14
j The following possibilities of error should be especiallj- guarded against:
8 9 IO II 12 13
Then on the other hand, perhaps you
>5 16 17 18 19 20 ll
(1) . When a full name Is requested, write the full name, such as "John Paul Jones," and not "John P.
17
18
are
one of the nation's millions who
21 13 24 25 26
Jones" or “J. P. Jones."
absolutely depend on the weather
• i* * •
(2) . In stating place of birth, include the County, such as "Rockland. Knox County. Maine?
for bread and butter.
:
(3). Be sure every question is answered, particularly No. 13 and No. 14, to which some persons might
In that event, you must have
i naturally omit any reply.
cocked an interested ear when E. B.
If employers and employes will clip this item from the newspaper and retain it for use when the card is before Rideout, WEEI's meteorologist made
TIJREE-TIMES-A-WTEK
■ them for completion, it will minimize possibility of error,
_
this prediction for the autumn
:
E C. MORAN, Postmaster.
months.
Neither said any that ought of the
‘Indications point to a cold and
U.
S.
SOCIAL
SECURITY
ACT
things which he possessed was his
stormy three months. The percentage
own. —Acts 4: 32.
APPLICATION FOR ACCOUNT NUMBER
of storms will tie greater than periods
of clear weather. Rainfall resulting
Print Name
Doe
Mary
Jones
1.
from these storms will be quite gen
'Employes First Name)
(Middle Name)
(Last Name)
erally above the normal average, and
(Married Women Give Malden First Name. Maiden Last Name, and Husband's Last Name)
while October will have a greater
COMING NEIGHBORHOOD EVENTS
Rockland
Maine
27 Main
3.
percentage of storms. November and
Nov. 18—Rockport—Garden Club meets
(Post Office)
(State)
(Street
and
Number)
with Mrs Mary Spear.
December will toe much colder than
740 Main Street, Rockland, Maine
Nov. 18—Camden—Donation Day at
John Smith Co.
5.
Community Hospital.
average.”
(Business Address of Present Employer)
(Business Name of Present Employer)

Senter Crane Cempanj
j

i
|

November Sale

The Courier-Gazette

TALK OF THE TOWN

Nov: 18—Monthly meeting of the
Baptist Men’s League
Nov. 20—Union—Grade School fair ln
gymnasium
,
, „
Nov. 20 (2 to 8:36)—Educational Club
meeting with Mrs. Carrie Wiliams Fowler
at Central Maine rooms.
Nov 20—Concert by Rubinstein Club
and Les Camarades Musicaux of Bath at
Congregational Church
Nov 20-21 — Camden — Meguntlcook
Grange fair.
. „
Nov
25—Thanksgiving ball, under
auspices of Kiwanis Club, at Temple hall.
Nov. 26—Thanksgiving Day.
Nov 27—Methebesec Club meets with
Mrs. Ruth Ellingwood.
Dec 1—Thomaston—Annual fair of
Federated Church.
Dec. 2—Annual fair Auxiliary to
Anderson Camp S.U.V. at Grand Army
h<Dec J—Warren—Fair and three act
play. "The Meddlesome Maid." auspices
Mystic Rebekah Iyrdge
Dec 10-11—Senior Class play at High
School Auditorium.
Dec. 14—Knox County Ministerial
Ass’n meets at Warren Congregational
CDecCb17—Rockport -Senior class play.

7. January

26

IS,

Rorkland. Knox County, Maine

1910

(Age at Last Birthday) Date Birth (Month) (Day) Yean (Subject to Later Verification)
John Paul Jones

9.

Olive Emily Morse

10.

(Father's Full Name)

(Place of Birth)

ANNUAL

.
j

ENDS SATURDAY NIGHT, NOVEMBER 21

'

The only store-wide sale of tfie fall season
I
I

|

In view of the generally advancing markets it will pay you

;I

to take advantage of the prices offered in Staple Lines of
Dry Goods and Furnishings.,

(Mother's Full Maiden Name)

Female X

12. Color: White X Negro
Other
(Check (X> Which)
(Specify)
If registered with the U. S. Employment Service. Give Number of Registration Card not
If You Have Previously Filled Out a Card Like This, State
not

11. Sex: Male X

(Check (Xi Which)

13.
14.

15

(Place)

November 24, 1936.r

(Date)

16. Mary J. Doe

'Employes Signature, as Usually Written)

(Date Signed)

SENTER CRANE COMPANY

Christmas Club payments will be
The Relief Corps will meet ThursEllery D. Preston of the Rockland
made by the Knox County Trust day afternoon for work on quilts A airport shot a 150-pound deer within
Compay Dec. lst.
large attendance is desired.
tb® city limits yesterday.

Put on your overcoat, young man!

MRS. ALLISON M. WATTS
Plans are complete for the benefit
■■
■ dance of the Kiwanis Club's underHe made that long-range forecast
Knox County friends, particularly, privileged Child committee which
several weeks ago. Think back, now
Rev. E O. Kenyon will be the Lions
Mrs. Phyllis Leach is substituting
"Condition excellent" is the report
that the time encompassed is half at Tenant's Harbor, where she had i will be held Thanksgiving Eve in
Club's guest speaker tomorrow, and at the Fifth Grade. Grace street, this on the Camden & Rockland Water past, and note its nearness to facts.
q M&Vftobeiiv
made vacation visits: and at North Temple Hall.
will describe his recent trip into the week, for Miss Margaret Buttomer. Companys supply, as just received
His excellence was won after nine Haven where she made her home in
West.
_____
from Ybe State Department of
long years of experience. His tests to
kjfoiareiv,
Why not bring in your Christmas
"Mama’s Baby Boy."
------There
will
be
an
afternoon
of
reHealth.
Dec. 21—Forefathers' Day.
foretell weather days and months in the parsonage 25 years ago, are
VflMMJiG
STATIONERY*
list
and
let
us
show
you
how
you
can
1
Dec. 25—Christmas.
The annual meeting and banquet iie( seWjng at tthe Congregational
------advance have borne fruit. He has pained to learn of the death of Mrs.
of Opportunity Class of the First church. Thursday. Members are reIrving Quinn. Merton Quinn and
solve
your
Christmas
Shopping
prob1
been the only dally weather broad Allison M. Watts, which occurred re
Main street will soon be carrying Baptist Church, takes place Wed- qUested to arrive early.
Stow ng av ng
Kenneth Williams have returned
lem quickly . . . and economically?
caster In the United States over that cently in Jamaica, Vt.
its holiday illumination.
nesday at 6 o'clock.
_____
from tbeir hunting expedition Down
long period of time.
The deceased was born at Crafts- Rytex Printed Stationery comes in a I
.THE COUMER-GUCr.E
------Rockiand Townsend Club meets to- East. "Mike" brought home a threeIn the past year he has been very bury Common. Vt. daughter of the wide variety of styles and size suit- ,
ROCKLAND
Halibut Rocks Beacon in Jericho
Departing from the custom of an night at 7.30, K. P hall. A party legged deer, and Williams shot one successful. Last fall he predicted a
late Dr. C. W. Dustin, who with his able for every member of the family ;
Bay was discontinued Nov. 12.
MAINE
annual fair, the ladies of the Univer- will follow the meeting. Members which had the full complement of cold, stormy winter with plenty of
father. Dr. Daniel Dustin, practiced
salist parish
parish will
will serve
serve a public are urged to attend and learn the fu- underpinning.
snow. Rideout was correct. Early this medicine in that old town 98 years. . . . and the price is only $1.00, post
Pleasant Valley Grange will serve
age 10 cents, at The Courier-Oazette. j
ture plans of the organization.
spring he forecast a dry summer for Educated at Craftsbury Academy. I
a public supper Friday at 6. Card chicken pie supper, Wednesday. Dec
Optometrists of the Southern Zone
9
at
the
vestry.
New England. Again he was right. Johnson Normal School and Northparty at 7.30.
Miss Rose Whitmore of Rockland, of the Maine Association of OptomeHis warning of drouth for the Mid field Seminary she taught school a
a junior ln the college of Arts and trists' extension program will meet
Mails for the islands now close at
Those popular twins, “Dine and
west was giver, in bulletins west of few years and then became Mr. •
Sciences at the University of Maine Thursday night at 391 Main street,
MONDAY EVENING
12.30 p. m. and are due to arrive from Dance," will make their appearance
the Mississippi. He has received Watts' bride in 1907 when he began
has been elected secretary of The Dr. Bradford Burgess who is chalrtonight at Owl's Head Town hall, ac
many commendatory letters for this his ministry.
the islands at 9.30 a. m.
Spanish Club for the coming year, man of the zone, will have charge of
tion to start at 6. The proceeds will
warning. True, he didn't paint the
After a pastorate of 13H years in
------the meeting.
The Knox County Hospital Nurses' be used for local benefit.
picture of drouth dark enough, but the Federated Baptist, Congrega-!
A
car
owned
by
Charles
Lowe,
but
------Alumunae Association will meet Wed
despite other predictions to the con tionallst and Methodist Churches of
~
being driven temporarily by Clarence
Miss Carrie Barnard of Medford trary, he registered another score.
nesday at 1.30 at the Bok Home.
Westford, Vt. where she served as
Charies E. Nash & Son of Augusta i gorcoran wjj0 was receiving instruc- Hillside. Mass., who formerly resided
Since these foregoing facts are now
A drill meeting for all officers of have this papers thanks for the 1931 i jjons was jn collision late Saturday in this city was accidentally knocked a matter of record and it has been girls' 4-H Club leader they went last
edition of the Maine Farmers' Al night with a truck belonging to For- down by another patron in a Boston
April to the Federation Church of
By Carrie Williams Fowler
Miriam Rebekah Lodge will be held
te
manac. The publication is 119 years rest Morris of St. Oeorge on Park store one day last week. She re- definitely established by records that Jamaica in the heart of the beau
tonight immediately following the
Rideout is better than 92% correct tiful summer home region of
Universalist Vestry
old and going stronger than ever.
Street. both cars being considerably ceived treatment there, and was later ln hls radio forecasts. It may be in
meeting.
NOVEMBER 23
damaged Mrs. Morris was bruised confined to her home as the result teresting as to how these conclusions southern Vermont. At the age of 56
she passed to her rest Nov. 7, and
7.00 P. M.
Those winning prizes at the Relief about the head, and received treat- of the accident.
Mrs. Julia Buttomer Rackliff, wife
are reached. We shall not attempt to
was buried In her native town beside
of Alvin Rackliff, died Sunday at her Corps Fair. Thursday afternoon, were i ment In Municipal Court yesterday-----------------Ladies
and Gentlemen
explain this in technical detail. All
her five-year-old son Joseph, who
Cordially Invited
home. 20 Clarendon street. Funeral Margaret Lufkin, Methyl Riggs of Lowe and Corcoran were fined $10
BORN
we can say is that Rideout employs a
services will be held from the resi Auburn. Doris Ames. Bertha Higgins. each. the former for improper regis- spear—At Bangor. Nov 12. to Mr and different method than do other well was killed in a fall from a cliff in
Turkey, Salads, Pies, Cakes,
Mrs
Ross
P.
Spear
formerly
of
Rock,
1921, during the couple's five years'
Kathleen Condon, Dorothea Mears tration and the latter for driving
dence Wednesday at 2 o'clock.
port, a daughter, Nancy Meredith.
known meteorologists.
Cookies, Candy. Pudding and
residence
in
Dixvlile,
Quebec.
and Winifred Horton.
j without a license.
SLEEPER—At Knox Hospital. Rockland,
The weather bureau relies on the
Nov 15. to Mr and Mrs Cleveland
All Food Given Away
Miriam Rebekah Lodge is sponsor
In her immediate family she leaves
Sleeper. Jr. a son. weight S0>i cycle hypothesis. Others base thelr
At School
ing a public dinner and supper at
to remember her beautiful love, her
pounds
The members of the Auxiliary to , With Thanksgiving rapidly nearing,
long-range forecasts on solar energy,
Do not miss the first evening
Odd Fellows Hall today. Dinner will the V.F.W. held a Memorial service, thoughts of turkey are in the ascend - ANDERSON—At Thomaston.- Nov 13, to
husband and five daughters.
Mr and Mrs. Welkko Anderson, a while still others lean to the ocean
school
be from 11 to 1 and supper at 6. A Sunday at Achorn cemetery for the ency. A beano party, dedicated to
daughter. Lorraine.
ology theory (the effect of water
WILLIAM G. HIBBARD
card partywill beheid this af.ernoor. la[e ^jrs Agnes Collett. An emblem this holiday bird, is scheduled for 8 THORNDIKE—At West Rockport. Nov. temperature on our meteorological
Sponsored by
13, to Mr and Mrs Ralph Thorndike,
Central Maine Power Co.
with Mrs.Lina Carroll as chairman. f!agan£j mar|jer were piacetj with
o’clock Thursday at Odd Fellows hall 1 a daughter. Barbara Ann.
conditions).
William
G.
Hubbard.
86,
former
the Sunday School girls of St. Bern
impressive ceremonies.
But Rideout bases his long-range
This item in yesterday’s Boston
postmaster and once one of the driv
MARRIED
ard's parish already hustling in effort
predictions on astronomy, making
Globe will interest local readers:
DUNTON-LEIGHTON — At
Rockport
ers on the old Bath-Wiscasset stages,
to
sell
the
greatest
number
of
tickets
his
forecasts
on
planetary
conjunc

Nov 15. by Rev. Z Andrews. Lawrence
"Returning yesterday afternoon from
Robert E. Greene, a traveling salesdied Thursday at his home in Wis
Dunton.
of
Lincolnville,
and
Mrs.
and thereby 'receive a gobbler as
tions and opposition. In other words,
Annie Leighton, of Rockport.
a hunting trip with a party of friends man whose territory included this
prize. Cn the ticket committee are staples-littlefield - At Rockport, the position of the stars at certain casset. after a short illness. Mr.
at Lobster Pond, Me., Capt. William I city died last week in Portland. He
—
‘Margaret
“
—
. . .
Nov. j.* by j^v 2 Andrews. Elmer F. times give him the clew as to what Hubbard, a native of Wiscasset, not |
Alice Cassidy,
Robbins
H. Wincapaw. Boston aviator, brought was for a long time Maine represenStaples, and Geneva Littlefield both of
the weather will be. Rideout Is not an only played a part in the old form of I
Katherine Delano, Ione Lorraine,
Searsport.
back the prizes of the trip in novel tative for Lever Bros.' soap products,
astrologer. He modestly claims to transportation, but when the Knox
j Victoria Anastasio, Mary Anastasio
fashion. When he landed his sea- . The deceased was 67 and leaves a
DIED
know little about astrology: yet in and Lincoln Railroad, now the BathFelice IPerry. Lorraine Rich. Bar
plane at the ramp of East Boston air- J wife and daughter.
ROSS—At Vinalhaven. Nov. 12. Mary,
Rockland branch of the Maine Cen-:
bara Murray, Angelina D'Agostino.
wile of Janies Ross, aged 62 years making his long-range predictions he
port, spectators on shore were sur- j
--------Interment
In
Cummings
cemetery.
has eliminated many of the compli tral was in its first stages, he assisted !
Frances D Agostino. Angela CucclVinalhaven.
prised to see two deer strapped to
A public card party will be given at
I neilo, Victoria Haskell Ruth Oliver. AMES—At Vinalhaven. Nov. 12. Oeorge cated formulas from what is known in surveying the route. He was post
the pontoons. On one pontoon a 150- Grand Army hall Wednesday after
master from 1906 until 1914. He had j
Ames, aged 75 years. 5 months, 26 days as astromaterology.
, aided by Thomas Pietroski. Every
Fancy Lincolnville Potatoes...................bushel $1.10
pound buck was fastened, on the noon, under the auspices of the AuxRACKLIFF At Rockland. Nov. 15. Julia
served
the town as a fire warden for
, round of beano means a turkey-winThese are nice potatoes.
B . wife of Alvin Rackliff aged 51 years
other a 130-pound doe. With Capt. iliary to S.U.V. with Mrs. Gladys | ner and as a grand award, fixings
35
years.
Funeral Wednesday at 2 o'clock from
residence.
Turnips
................................... ...................... bushel .90
Wincapaw were Adriel U Bird, Sam- Thomas as chairman. The usual 6
For 25 years, until 1903, he was I
will accompany a husky turkey for SPEAR—At Rockland. Nov. 14, Herbert
uel L. Bickford and Dr. H. G. Tobe. 1 o'clock supper will be served, in
widely
known
in
hotel
circles
as
pro

H Spear, aged 78 years. 6 months. 17
good measure. In charge of this
Here are some Canned Goods you would do well to
days
Funeral this afternoon at 2
all of Boston.
charge of Mrs. Velma Marsh. The
prietor of the Hilton House. Funeral1
sport will be Raymond Moulaison.
o'clock from residence on West Meadow
service
will
be
conducted
at
St.
'
------j business session will follow.
own at these prices—
Road.
Aime Beaudoin and Thomas Fleming.
The W. C. T. U. will meet Friday i
‘ _____
LEVENSALER—At Concord, N H. Nov.
Philip's Episcopal Church, this after
Maine String Beans......... 12 cans $1.40; 1 Can Free
16
Henrietta
P.
widow
of
Atwood
with the program subject. "World! At the Thursday meeting of the
noon at 2 p. m. Burial will be in
Levensaler, aged 85 years. 17 days
The furniture of the Munro restau
Best
Maine Corn............. 12 cans $1.50; 1 Can Free
Funeral Friday at 9:30 o’clock from
Peace." Miss Alena Young, Miss Rociciand society for the Hard of
Riverside cemetery, Woolwich.
rant, 8 Park street, including coffee St. John's Church, Thomaston
Baxter
’s Maine Peas...... 12 cans $2.00; 1 Can Free
Annie Frye, Mrs Mabel Green and Hearing, Mrs. Frank Hewett con[ urn, cash register, mirrors, piano etc.
Baxter’s Diced Carrots .... 12 can»$1.00; 1 Can Free
the program emomittee. Miss Gladys. ducted the lesson and Mrs Nathan
. .
.,7 »
, "L
.
memoriam
HERBERT
II.
SPEAR
He didn't listen to Mr. Rideout
be Ssold
at °once
at 3a great I
Grant will be guest soloist. Miss Witham gave Dractice on homo must1 bf>
°d 3t
nCC and
and 3t
w!n«rtfi‘bwte,
™embers ot

W

E ^ I

THANKSGIVING ELECTRIC COOKERY
DEMONSTRATION

A FEW SPECIALS FOR
WEDNESDAY-THURSDAY

wimam

gave practice

on

homo-

cacrjf‘ce

call between the hours

of

Friendly

Mens

Bible

Class

this

Annie Frye will give an informal talk phenous words. Qreetings were read
,
i oe een me nours oi, expression of love for our late brother
Herbert H. Spear, a well known
138*lt
Rev Charles H B Seliger a faithful
He has simplified the system for resident of Thc Meadows, died at his
on Influences for World Peace, from Mrs. Flora Lovejoy who is so[ member of the class, always kind and
_________
..__ Meadow road Sati helpful ln every way. with a cheerful his own use to a point where with home
Miss Frye who is well known in lo- [ journing in Worcester, Mass
on the_ West
A new stylish dress to be sold at greeting for all We will not soon for little more research, he may be able 1 urday night, aged 78
cal literary circles, is a member of |
years.
get hls fellowship with the class, and
------Burpee's Thursday.—adv.
138-lt
hi»
example of loving
Christian useful-1 to increase hls batting average to I The ucvcoscu
deceased was
a son nf the lot.,
the International Association of Uni
nm No life
in the eervlee ot th.
was a Soil OI IDC I2U'
ness.
No
life
spent
in
the
service
of
the
The circle supper to be held at the ,
Thomas Spear, and was formerly em*
Master is spent in vain, and the memory 95 percent instead of 92 percent.
versity Women, and is a student of
1 of his kind and loving acts must be a
Universalist
Church Wednesday will I
Mr. Rideout became convinced 1 ployed in the lime industry. His wife j
World Affairs. What she has to say
constant source of comfort to the loved
on this topic that is challenging the ; 66 in charge of the men' with Wal’ i
many years ago of the relation be died several years ago. and a brother. |
ones he has left behind.
New I Smoke
May we all follow the Saviour that he tween the planets and our weather.
)
ter
H.
Spear,
chairman,
Ralph
L.
1
minds of statesmen in all nations,
Charles, is the only near surviving j
followed until we too are gathered to
our loving Father’s House to go out no The impetus given his study along
will be listened to with interest. Smith co-chairman, and the followrelative. Mr. Spear was of a quiet.>
more for ever.
Smoker's Acidity Goes
disposition, but during!
H V Tweedie. Re\T C. E. Brooks. these lines came first from the obvi- retiring
Meetings are open. Members are i ing committee of efficient “house'"X in Jiffy with Bell**Ans
George B Orcutt. Committee on Resolu ous phenomenon of the moon's effect, his ,ong residence in
j keepers”—Ralph B. Loring, Albert L.
had
asked to take guests.
tions.
Briggs, Lester Sherman. Almon B.
on the tide. For nearly two years he I
frlendfi and
has been engaged in research, as to i tllem
CARD OF THANKS
Write or telephone for Special Cooper, A F. Russell, Edward Gonia.
Wc wish to express our sincere ap the position of the moon on either
BlllUH
preciation to the I. L. Snow tCo., and
Christmas gift offers on all Maga Dr. B. E. Flanders, Dr. Crosby
Funeral services will be held at the
Hot water
employees for the beautiful flowers and side of the equator—and what effect
Nure R«U«t
zines; 39 page catalogue mailed on re French, E. C. Payson, Louis Walker,1 FOR INDIGESTION L
late residence this afternoon at 2
thelr kindness showh us during our
it lias on the temperature.
recent sorrow.
o'clock.
quest. Fred E. Harden, the Magazine I George St. Clair, O. B. Lovejoy, C. —
•
Mrs. Wesley Ifemey and family
According to this atar-gazer the
E.
Daniels,
Albert
R.
Marsh,
H.
E.
Man, telephone 35-W, Rockland.—
winter moot) runs higher than the
137*138 1 Comins ant' John Robinson.
adv.
CARD OF THANKS
Representative Cleveland Sleeper,
We wish to extend our sincere thanks summer moon, and there seems to be Jr„ was guest speaker at the Kiwanis
to those who gave flowers and offered a period of warm weather in January
At the meeting of Golden Rod
the use of their cars at the time of the
Club meeting last night, and was
I Chapter, OES.. Friday night, a pro
which he believes may be explained
death of our loved one.
Mrs. George H. Ames. Aubrey Ames. by the position of the moon in its re kept busy receiving congratulations
gram was presented under the direcAmbulance Service
Mrs. Fred Clayter. Herbert Ames and
on the birth of his third child—a son
Flavius L. Ames.
•
i tion of Mrs. Clara Curtis and Mrs. :
lation to the sun. Further study and
weighing 10 Yi pounds.
research may result in more accurate
j Hattie Davies consisting of piano
CARD OF THANKS
| solos by Ernest Johnson, readings by
The members of the Finnish Congre forecasts during the winter, particu
TOO LATE FOR CLASSIFICATION
gational Church wish to express their larly In January.
j Mrs. Millie Thomas and Mrs. Lottie I
appreciation and thanks to Oscar Ellison
PARK street restaurant to let com
While Mary Twain once said, "Ev- pletely
’ Crowley and tap dancing by Leona AMBULANCE SERVICE j of Friendship who collected for the
furnished, very low price V F'
i
parsonage
furnace
fund,
and
also
the
eryone talks about the weather and I studley, Tei 1154 or 330
138-tl
, Flanders accompanied by Mrs. Lillian
Morticians
residents of Friendship. Waldoboro and
FURNISHED or unfurnished apart
Warren
who icontributed for this no one does anything about it,” if
| Lord. Mrs. Harry Brown was chairment to let, 4 rooms and bath V F
| purpose.
•
that famous writer were alive today, STUDLEY,
i man of the circle supper. At the
Tel 1154 or 330._______ 138-tf
TELS. 450 AND 781-1
he
would
probably
agree
that
Ride

TEL
662
SIX-room apartment to let. 1 minute
! meeting Nov. 27 the grand matron,
CARD OF THANKS
Edwin Libby Relief Corps wishes to out was trying to do something about from bus. Modern conveniences Rent
Mrs. Lettie Hubbard of Waterville » Cl.A KEMONT ST- ROCKLAND thank
361-365 MAIN ST.
ROCKLAND I
reasonable. L. W. THORNDIKE. Thom
all who helped in any way to
98tf
119-tf | 1 will officially inspect the chapter.
it. —From the Radio Guide.
aston.
138-140
make its fair a success.

A Pack a Day

BURPEE’S

■
Russell Funeral Home

Baxter’s Cut Refugee Beans,
12 cans $1.50; 1 Can Free

Campbell’s Tomato Soup, 12 cans $1.00; 1 Can Free
Campbell’s 14 oz. Tomato Juice .......... 3 cans .25
14 oz. Cans Doles Pineapple Gems........... can .15
This is ripr, cut in rubes. A good one.

Pure Raspberry and Strawberry Jam.... 1 lb jar .19
Two pound jars ................... t.................................. 39
26 oz. Bottles Blue Ribbon Tomato Cocktail .19
Fancy Norwegian Sardines.............................. can .10
English Salted Pollock....... ............................... lb .08
Jameson’s Home Made Sausage....................... lb .28
Native Cranberries.............................................. qt .16
About time to be thinking of your Thanksgiving
Poultry. We shall have—
Northern New York Fresh Turkeys
Native Capons, Native Chickens
Native Geese and Native Fowl
We bear it talked that poultry will be good this year
and prices lower

J. A. JAMESON CO.
743 MAIN STREET

ROCKLAND

TEL. 17

Every-Other-Day
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$25,000.00 STOCK
All our goods are nationally known, nationally advertised, of quality nationally understood.

Much of this great stock was far out of the fire area and touched only

been tested and is guaranteed in perfect mec hanical condition.

8C0 Watt Automatic
Brand New. Reg. Price S275.00
Sale Price, a Steal At

This is the ideal opportunity to buy that practical Christma* gift—Frigidaire to Car Heater, Electric Range

by smoke or a little water.

Completely installed with new 1-3 h. p.
Friffidaire Compressor. Reg. price $907.00

DELCO LIGHTING
PLANT

Every appliance advertised has

$185.00

to Car Battery, at Enormous Savings!

Sale price $750.00. No trade-in
FLASH!

FLASH!

WICKS FOR ALL BURNERS

2 AND 3 GAL. OIL BOTTLES

Sale 15c

Lighting Tapers, 1 5c.

Reg. 1.25. 1.50. Sale 89c, 99c

FLASH!

FLASH!

Sale 10c

Used 1 months, complete with controls

Electrolux Vacuum Cleaner

Singer Sewing Machine (Elec.)

Reg. price 225. Sale $25.00

Reg Price $70. Sale Price $25.00

Reg. Price $88. Sale Price $32.50

Bottle Caps and Carriers 20c, 12c

NEVER BEFORE SUCH VALUES IN F.I.F.CTRIC REFRIGERATION. STATISTICS PROVE YOU NEED REFRIGERATION THE YEAR AROUND
DRASTIC REDUCTIONS ON ALL 1936 FRIGIDAIRES.

g

FRIGIDAIRE
MADE ONLY BY GENERAL MOTORS j-

Ml

Master 4 (4 cu. ft.) 5 yr. Guarantee. Reg.
price $131.50. Sale $105.00.
Save $26.50
DRS 5 (5 cu. ft.) 5 yr. Guarantee. Reg.
price $147.50. Sale $117.50.
Save $30.00
DRS 6 (6 cu. ft.) 5 yr. Guarantee. Reg.
price $167.50. Sale $132.50.
Save $35.00
Master 5 (5 cu. ft.) 5 yr. Guarantee. Reg.
price $167.50. Sale $132.50. Save $35.00
Master 6 (6 cu. ft.) 5 yr. Guarantee. Reg.
price $192.50. Sale $149.50. Save $43.00
Stand. 534 ( 5 cu. ft.) 1 yr. Guarantee. Reg.
price $152.50. Sale $95.00.
Save $57.50
Stand. 635 (6 cu. ft.) 1 yr. Guarantee. Reg.
price $186.00. Sale $112.50. Save $73.50
Master 635 (6 cu. ft.) 1 yr. Guarantee. Reg.
price $203.00. Sale $125.00
Save $78.00

SPECIALS ON RECONDITIONED ELECTRIC REFRIGERATORS
G. E. (5% cu. ft) New Unit, 3 year guarantee ............................................... $95.00
Frigidaire (5cu. ft.) .................. $30.00. Frigidaire (9cu. ft) .................. $45.00
Stewart-Warner (5 cu. ft.) .................................................................................. $49.50
Electrolux Gas Refrigerator (5cu. ft.). Reg price $210 Sale $149.50 Save $60.50
Electrolux Kerosene Refrigerator (7 cu. ft.). Reg price $280. Sale $198. Save $82.
HOT WATER

FLASH!
Challenger Power Burner

FLASH!

Plus Installation

SPECIAL!
SPECIAL!!
SPECIAL!!!
GLENWOOD “GOLD MEDAL”

MAYTAG WASHERS

Dual oven, combination gas, coal, wood or oil
Completely installed with Lynn DeLuxe Range
Burner, Hot Water Coil, Philgas Cabinet with Drum
of Philgas, 100 gals Oil, 2 new Drums and Faucets
and Barrel Rack.
Reg. value $352.25. Sale price $235.00
You Save $117.25
Can also be used with city gas
Ask for price on bare Range without extras

WORLD’S LEADING WASHING MACHINE
Square Tub (aluminum) guaranteed lifetime,
with Pump. Reg. $114.50. Sale $94.50 .Save $20
Square Tub (aluminum) guaranteed lifetime,
with Pump. Reg. $109.50. Sale $89.50. Save $20

18P Round Tub with Pump. Reg. Price $99.50.
Sale.................. $85.00. Save.................... $14.50
10P Round Tub with Pump. Reg. price $89.50.
Sale ............... $77.50. Save.................... $12.00

OIL BURNER VALUES

10 Round Tub without pump. Reg. price $79.50.
Sale.................. $69.50. Save.................... $10.00

Free 20 gals Range Oil Free with every Burner
Purchased
Motor Wheel Circulator.
Reg. price $79.50
Sale price $64.50. Save $15.00
Motor Wheel Circulator.
Reg. price $49.50
Sale price $35.00. Save $14.50
Motor Wheel Circulator.
Reg. price $39.50
Sale price $27.50. Save $12.00
Reg. price $89.50
Estate Heatrola.
Sale price $59.50. Save $30.00
Reg. price $52.00
Estate Heatrola,
Sale price $37.50. Save $14.50
Coleman Circulator.
Reg. price $98.50
Sale price $75.00. Save $23.50
Superfex,
Reg. price $63.50
Sale price $43.50. Save $20.00
Range Burners, brand new at $8.95, plus installation

Maytag Gasoline Washer, square tub (aluminum)
guaranteed lifetime. Reg. $124.50. Sale $104.50

Maytag Ironer, finest ironer on the market.
Reg. price $109.50. Sale $89.50. Save $20.00

Universal Electric, comb, coal, wood or oil. Reg. $212. Sale $149.50. Save $62.50
Universal 3-Plate Table Top with Oven. Reg. $92.50. Sale $69.50, Save $23.00
Estate Gas Range(Philgas or city gas) Reg. $149.50. Sale $124.50. Save $25.00
Estate Gas Range(Philgas or city gas). Reg. $69.50. Sale $57.50. Save $12.00
Apex Vacuum Cleaner deluxe with headlight. Reg. $59.50. Sale $49.50. Save $10
MW Hot Water Heater, (oil burning). Reg. $115.00. Sale $79.50. Save $35.50
MW Restaurant Range (oil burning) slightly used, new top. Reg. $350. Sale $100
MW Bake Oven (oil burning) 48 loaves bread. Reg. $342. Sale $250. Save $92.
Empire Water Heater (oilburning). Reg.price $60.00. Sale $25.00. Save $35.00
Timkin Hot Water Heater (oil burning) 40 gal. tank. Reg. $285. Sale $199.50
Arco Hot Water Boiler, 22 in. grate, good condition. A bargain at........... $50.00

Lynn Burners 10% Reduction During Sale

IN OUR AUTOMOTIVE DEPARTMENT

HEATERS

FREE WHILE THEY LAST TO EACH PURCHASER-1 CLEAN-POL GLASS CLEANER

HOT WATER HEATERS
Reg. $12.95

ALCOHOL

Reg. $14.95

$7.77
$8.97
Thermostats, 30% OS

50c gallon
Bring Your Container

CAR CLEANER AND WAX
COMBINATION
A wax finish on your car now will keep

it like new all winter
$1.00 Value

45 Cents

T1RES AND TUBES
All Sizes

TIRE CHAINS

25 percent off

35% off

Truck Tires Included

DELCO REMY AND AUTOUTE PARTS
ARMATURES, COILS, POINTS,
ETC.
25% OFF

DELCO BATTERIES
25% off
Delco Fan Defrosters 3.25
$4.25 Value

30-HOUR WESTON CLOCK
AND REAR VIEW MIRROR
$4.25 v.iue

$2.25
A Fine Christmas Gift

TRUCKS
NO TRADE-INS ON NEW TRUCKS AT THESE PRICES

SPECIAL PRICES DURING
SALE
ON MOTOR TUNE UP
A tune up now means easy starting on
cold mornings

1928 to 1935

OLDSMOBILE PARTS
50% Discount

One New 113 in. Wheelbase Interna
One New 133 in. Wheelbase Interna
One 1935 125-in. Wheelbase Interna
tional Panel
tional Dump-Truck
On Parts In Stock
tional Panel (small mileage), $435.00
List price $774.00
List price $1 1 73.00
A Real Good Truck
Sale price $575.00
Sale Price, $950.00
Klaxon Horns, Sun Visors
Attention 1935 Oldsmobiie Owners!
YOU CAN PRACTICALLY NAME YOUR OWN PRICE ON THESE THREE USED TRUCKS!
Polishes
Plugs
Lamps
A few sets Chrome Wheel Moldings
One 1935 V-8 Cab and Chassis
One 1935 Long Wheelbase Chevrolet
One Long Wheelbase International
Fan Belts, Hose, Piston Rings
Has had complete motor overhaul
Bocster Brakes, Tractor Unit if wanted
Model B-4
complete motor overhaul
At 25% to 50% Off List
50% Off

NOTICE! ONE TIMKEN BOILER-BURNER (hot water or steam) and ONE TIMKEN CONDITIONAIRE SYSTEM (warm air) WITH BURNER AT DRASTIC REDUCTIONS. IT WILL
PAY YOU TO INVESTIGATE!
A HUNDRED OTHER BARGAINS IN APPLIANCES, OIL BURNERS, PARTS AND ACCESSORIES NOT LISTED HERE. COME IN AND IF YOU DON’T SEE IT ASK FOR IT!

McLOON SALES <9 SERVICE
21 LIMEROCK STREET

ROCKLAND, MAINE

TELEPHONE 730

/u tt i'T rw r

belief.

New Holcomb & Hoke Double
Duty 8 Ft. Combination Display
Case

Reg. Price 35c Set.

SPECIAL VALUE!

This huge stock goes on sale at NOON TODAY, NOVEMBER 17, at our salesrooms, 21 Limerock Street, with price cuts that challenge

Meat Markets Attention!

C. winnifred cougiiun

Every-Other-Day

Rockland Courier-Gazette, Tuesday, November 1 7, 1936

Page Four

Librarian

Every week-day: 9 a. m. to 8 30 p. m.

Book Week Nov. 15-21

ing new trails In the books which
give them a factual and historical
background for the process of grow
ing up in the modern world and find
ing, too, ln the great books of the
past the enchantment in which many
generations of children before them
have delighted.
The Children's Room at the
Library is gay this week with many
new books and attractive exhibits
featuring “Books To Grow On" ln
the way of "Hobbies.' More Books In
The Home,'' “Books of Adventure," j
and others. There is to be a special !
story hour Friday at 4 o'clock with
many of our beloved books characters
• A contest featuring' "Ladders of
get underway. The
climbing of the ladders will start
w^th
name of a book chosen from
the
Week exhibit. The two
children who first complete the climb
; to [he top rung will be given prizes,
j We shan be looking forward to a
vlslt {rom you al!
,
....

AT PARK THEATRE WEDNESDAY

I
i

VINALHAVEN

THEN AND NOW

Mr. and Mrs. Charles Young who
spent the summer at Crocketts River,
returned Friday to their home on
Atlantic avenue.
Colon Winslow arrived Friday
from Aroostook County, where he
has had employment the past few
weeks.
The Knit Wits met Tuesday night
at the home of Mrs. Roy Aiey.
Mr and Mrs. A. A. Peterson at
tended the Vinalhaven reunion Sat
urday in Boston.
Mrs. Inez |Connant was hbstess
Tuesday to the Silent Sisters at her
home.
Rev Harold Johns entertained a
party of 20 Friday night at East holm.
Mr. and Mrs. A. M. Cassie, son
Herbert and daughter Dorothy went
Saturday to attend the Vinalhaven
reunion ln Boston, returning home
yesterday.
Mrs. Glennis Coe of Boontown, N.
i j.. arrived Sunday for a visit with
! her parents Mr. and Mrs. Edward

Returns From Congressional
Elections In 1882 Were
Same As Recently
Just now while the pot is brewing
over the election it might be of in
terest to some of the readers of Tlie
Courier-Gazette to know how senti
ment ran away back in 1882, so I am
sending excerpts taken from the Re
publican Journal of Nov. 9, 1882. just
after the election. Bearing in mind
that the quickest way of getting lhe
returns was by telegraph in those
days, instead of by radio, and also
that the majority of people in the
country depended on weekly newspa
pers to verify the reports heard pre
vious.
Here follow the excerpts from the
Journal of the above date, 39 States
being heard from.

COURIER-GAZETTE CROSS-WORD PUZZLE
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24

Ib

n 21
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Every man and woman who has
2b
27
bn 28
had a happy childhood in which
books played a part, rememoers cerI
30 31
32
29
tain books that helped to make his
ib
childhood happy. A "Childs Book
33
34 35
3b 37
is one meant to be read by children
and offered to them for that pur42
43
40 41
•
•
pose, while a “Children s Classic is
w
a child's book that has been rei 45
4b
44
47
peatedly re-read, and is likely to conw
Latest by Telegraph
tinue to be re-read, not only by the
49
52
50
48
51
Bad news that is True—Democra
same child but toy successive generatic Victories all Along the Line.
tions of children. It is the re-read- j Nov. 1 marked the beginning of a
53
55
54
"Reports tell an almost unvarying
ing that makes all the difference. new fiscal year in the life of the
—May Lamberton Becker, in “First ;
story of Republican losses and Demo
Coombs.
Library. Although again obliged to
r
57
5b
George Healy attended the Vinal- cratic gains.”
The
Democratic
Adventures in Reading."
operate on a reduced budget for the
■ haven reunion in Boston.
A great many weeks have come and year 1935-36 making a regrettable 1
cyclone seems to have done its workMiss Phyllis Robertson, daughter of pretty thoroughly.” "The House of
gone tout Book Week continues to j decrease in the number of new books
HORIZONTAL
HORIZONTAL (Cont.)
VERTICAL (Cont.)
' Mr. and Mrs. Floyde Robertson, en- the next Congress will be Democra'ic
flourish. It has been observed each
1-Abide
45-Ventures
13-Sounds
purchased, circulation records show
■ tertained 15 friends at her home without a doubt and possibly the
year since 1919 “Books to Grow On— that 55.021 books were circulated
5-lntellect
47- Defaee
16-The sheltered side
10- Alcoholic beverage 48- Type of engine
19- Lyric poem
Saturday afternoon, the occasion be- ; senate.’
The Modern World For Young Read
during the year an increase of 1.866
11- Choose
20- A fish
50- A land measure
ers'' is the theme for Book Week
ing
in
hontar
of
her
fifth
birthday.
"But
men
Maine
redeemed
herself
12- Piece of rock
(abbr.)
23-Large artery
over the preceding year and a regis
The young guests were seated at a | this year. “We do not suppose for a
1936
14- Egyptian god
51- Maglstrate of
25-Aerie (Oba.)
tration of 1.265 new borrowers as
15- Combining form.
27-3.1416
Modern boys and girls want books
ancient Rome
table prettily decorated with crepe , moment mat Republicans anywhere
compared with 1,117 of last year,
Far
53-Relieved
31- lndeflnite article
paper dolls and birthday cakes, with I
be cast down or discouraged. The |
closely linked with the drama of life making the total registration one- I
17- Summit
55- Legendary bird
32- Part of a flower
Curses! These four comedians of "Mummy's Bovs" rush in where angels a balloon at each place as a favor, j resuit ls however, a little astonishing
around them. Their reading these
18- Scandinavian people 56- Preflx. Pertaining
34- Aged
third the population of Rockland. It
. .
,
, u ,
• .
u < _>
..
,
.
days ranges over a wider field than brin s reat ov to know there wa’ ^ear 10 trea<*. braving the curse of a Pharaohs tomb in a fast andn furious Games featured the entertainment We expected a shower but there
21- Adult males
35- Closer
to the day before
22- Half an em
.
/,
,
storv of the mystic Egypt that was. Of course Wheeler and Woolsey get and
were won by Joan John- came a deluge. There will inevitably
36- Salnte (abbr.)
the present
ever before. They read to know, to
an increase of 1.356 books of non.
, ,
.. ..
, ,
_ .
37- Problems difficult
57- Begin
mixed up with magicians, harems andsupernatural things amid the tombs. son MonicaSwears and
Patrica be a reaction in public sentiment j 23- Augment
acquire an understanding of a world
fiction over the preceding year, show
24- Tormented
to answer
VERTICAL
Barbara Pepper labove) providesthe romance and Willie Best has the role ggoog
The young hostess received throughout the country and it will i 26-Deprive of official
which like Alice's, grows “curiouser
38- Most Inflamed
ing that our reading public are lean
of "Catfish" who stows away on thearchaeological expedition to bask in many gifts. Thosepresent were:
and curiouser." In recent years
1- Endured
rank
39- Hard black wood
date from the reading of the returns
ing toward the more worthwhile in
28- Tricky
2- Let fall
40- lndian memorial
authors and publishers have respond
Egypt's ancient glories.—adv.
Connie
Phillips.
Joyce
Robinson,
,
Qf
Tuesday's
election.
Next
year
we
books—the aim of any librarian.
29A
title
3Firearm
post
ed with new types of books, unique j
Monica Swears. Patricia Skoog. Prtsregajn much Qf
grQund
• 4 • »
30- Knock
4- Alters the form of
41- Abhors
in the history of children's literature.
cilia White. Jban Johnson. Paula and ln 1884 the Republican party will
5- Shrlvels
33-Weight measure
46- Length measure
Labeled as "the best historical
Science, the arts, geography, history,
Gray. Mary Warren, Irene Ames, be fully equipped for victory. The
36-Thorns
6- Musical note
47- lnsinglass
story
I've
ever
read"
is
"Drums
39-To breathe forth
7- Deed
49-A grain
government and a great range of sub
Mary Ames. Geraldine Robertson, remark has often been made before,
8- Separate articles
Digit
52-Speck
jects are now presented in a straight Along the Mohawk" by Walter D
Sidney Freedman, Buddy and Dicky but it was never truer than now. that ! 4243- Preposition
9- Exhaust
54-A compass point
forward style devoid of any spirit of Edmonds. Have you read it?
Warren. Buddy Skoog. Irene Ames ‘this is an off year'.”
11-Make a mistake
44- Sheep cry
(abbr.)
“
A
delightful
fantasy"
expresses
condescension. From the picture
and Geraldine Robertson acted as
There
is
a
saying
that
“
history
re

(Solution
to
previous puisle)
book age on the 'teens, these books ”rh€ Enchanted Voyage b\ Robert
waitresses. Sandwiches, cake, cookies
peats itself" and when I read the
Nathan.
Poor
ineffectual
Hector
make adventurous reading and have
and orangeade were served.
THE BAY BRIDGE
above I had a thought that perhaps
been welcomed with open arms by Pecket takes a land voyage ln this
home-made boat and finds, thereon,
it might work out this time. At any California fe justJy proud of
the younger generation.
rate the sentiments of people in 1882 |
Mrs. Mary Ross
The favorites of former years, magic and enchantment.
New Structure, Largest In'
and 1936 are much the same.
I
was
fascinated
after
reading
the
This
community
was
saddened
to
books which have always been loved
Clara S. Overlock
by children, fairy and folk tales and flrst page of
American Doctor's
learn of the death Thursday of Mary’
the World
I
I
Washington. Nov. 15.
wife of James Ross who had been a
the great classics which are “books Odyssey" by Victor Heiser, M. D.
Several kind friends have sent us
resident of the town for many years.
for all times," are by no means Reminiscences extraordinary, begin
ning
with
the
Johnstown
flood
and
copies
of California papers contain
Mrs Ross was born in Fy vie. Scotland
neglected and are available in many
ROCKPORT
continuing
through
many
years
of
coming
to
this
country
when
a
young
ing
elaborate
reports of tne opening
attractive new editions. A mingling
Arthur Ott who has been in Vinal of the San Francisco-Oakland Bay
woman. Her age was 62 years.
of the new with the old, is, of course, most unusual and always useful
Deceased was an active member of haven for several weeks is now at hls Bridge, among them Mrs. Grace 1
the ideal combination ind if many events as an authority on contagious
Marguerite Chapter OES. and en home on Russell avenue for the Cilley Tibbetts formerly of Rockland.
books are accessible to them, the diseases in 45 countries, much of the
joyed her membership to the fullest I winter
From the Oakland Tribune's story
young readers may be counted on to time under the auspices of the
William Ingraham has returned to we quote:
degree. She was a faithful wife and
make their own discoveries, follow- Rockefeller Foundation.
A brisk and colorful romance is
mother, a kind friend and neighbor his duties at the E. E. Ingraham Co., | "The San Francisco-Oakland Bay Bay crossing, with 'its 1490-ft. span
Guy Kibbee. Sybil Jason and May Robson—stars of “The Captain's Kid,'
found ln “John Dawn by Robert P
store after enjoying a two weeks Bride was started on July 9. 1933. and ftnd 5lo.ft anchor arms u ln 1Uelf
leaving many to mourn her loss.
Tristram Coffin. A captain of clipper the First National t imedy-drajna. compose a trio of "pirates" who capture
is finished on scheduled time. It
Funeral services were held Sunday vacation.
the highest, longest and heaviest
the hearts of everyone who sees them in their hilarious story of sea robber
ship days.
George Crockett and Henry Bohn- is the world's largest bridge—8*4
at the residence. Rev. N. F. Atwood
cantilever, structure tn the country
fiction and treasure hunts.—adv.
• • • •
dell
returned
Saturday
from
(New
pastor of Union Church officiating.
miles, with a length ov/>r water of and the third longest ln the world.
We have been “Sailing Through
The abundance of floral tributes York city where they attended the 4t4 miles. It is the world's costliest
"Maximum clearance
between
History" with members of the Methebridge—$77,600,000. It required more bridge and water Is 216 feet. Traffic
testified to the love and esteem in automobile show.
kme'*F,sh"’*
m
besec Club and find the trip delight
Mr. and Mrs .Clayton Smith and material than any other bridge ln
which she was held.
will flow over the completed bridge
|V‘
Bv RODNEY E FIYLEPM
ful. A comer of the library is dis
Besides her husband she is survived Miss Barbara Colby entertained history—200.000 tons of steel; 1.000,- along two decks, each 60 feet wide,
4
—
^/
COMMiSSIONEP
—
SEA
~~
SWOPE
flSHtClES
playing an exhibit of paintings of
by three daughters. Miss Elizabeth PupiLs of the seventh and eighth 000 cubic yards of concrete; 200.000 j
one above the other. The upper deck
famous ships along with books and
Ross of this town, Miss Lillian Ross grades Friday night at Barbara's gallons of paint. It required more has six lanes for automobiles. The
material found at the library. Capt.
street. The time supporting piers—51 in all. the smal
and Mrs. Harold Arey of Boston; one i home on Mechanic
ii
.
i,
. .
,
lower provides three lanes for trucks
Anders Anderson kindly loaned a
son Lyford Ross of Vinalhaven; one i uas delightfully past with games and lest of them as big as a three-stotj-.,
. .
. ddit)
two electric
grandchild: tw’O brothers. Charles ^ts
Some of
bottle ship for the exhibit.
stunts. Ice
Ice cream
cream and
and cake
cake were
were house,
house, on
on 100-foot
100-foot piles
piles. Some
of X^Ttracfo ^entWour Sion
Another expert in marine biology Maine folks eat choice fish dishes in- and Gardiner Rae of Milford, Mass.; servedWe are ready to solve any of your
: these piers had to go deeper to reach cars a year can cross the top deck
! club problems. Give us a ring—1121. has approved our plans for the stead of chicken, turkey and other two sisters. (Mrs. Margaret William
Mrs. Ella Overlock ls visiting her bed rock than ever before—a maxiand 6.000.000 trucks and buses the
well known morsels for Thanksgiving.
artificial rearing of lobsters. Ernest
son of Rockland. Mrs. Isabelle Archi son Kenneth and family in New mum of 242 feet below water. For Iow„ onp without congestlon, Loads
This is a splendid thought. Not only
York.
p
i „
variety of engineering problems ent0
trucks and
NORTH HAVEN
W. Barnes of the Department of will it add enjoyment to the festive bald of Milford. Mass.; a sister and
Ear
Earle Achorn was at home from countered, the bridge has no equal- ' t<,rurban cars arc provided for as
brother In Scotland and several
Mr. and Mrs. F. W. Sampson, with Conservation of the State of Massa- ■ occasion but be more than appro- nieces and nephews.
Searsport
over the
weekend.
^rrSP°»uTL
t^L?'
eCkend
dCeP Wa*r' mUd 8nd qUiCkSand (bridge will carry 7000 lbs live load
Mr. and Mrs Lewis Burgess, spent chusetts expresses the belief “that priate on this day when we should
Mrs. Mildred Smith of New York bottom, tides, wind,
tunneling |
ijnear foot"
Interment was made in Cummings
the weekend in Rockland and the wonderful lobster growing areas ?i'e thanks, among other things, to cemetery. The bearers were George and brother William Newbert of j through rock, the huge cantilever ■____________
the wonderful heritage that we Save
vicinity.
along the Maine coast should be .
Gray. F L. Roberts. L. E. Williams, Jersey City have returned home after structure, the giant suspension span. I
PROTECT OIL INDUSTRY
in our fishing grounds and our sturdy,
Mrs. Nelson Sprague of Swan's supplemented by artificial rearing In
and Frank Rogers. Marguerite Chap a visit with their father Jacob New- \ “The towers over which the sus-j
honest, hardworking fishermen and
b"1
pension cables are hung range in Purpqsr of Knox County Petroieum
Island visited her daughter Mrs A asmuch as the temperature of the their families. By serving fish on ter OES. attended in a body.
Mrs. Myra Giles and Mrs. Doris ' height from 470 feet to 515 feet above
Committoe Which Met Here
Those from out of town to attend
C. Dyer and family recenUy. Her water is rather low for satisfactory j Thanksgiving you will offer help and
_____
the funeral services were Mr. and Dyer of Camden were recent guests 1 water. They are built of several {’
granddaughter Goldie Firth accom development of lobsters through the encouragement to a great industry,
of
Mrs.
Blanche
Carver.
j
thicknesses
of
m-inch
steel
plates)
A
reorganization
meeting of the
panied her home for a visit.
larval stages.' Mr. Barnes was instru- j The sentinel is one of the best Mrs. Harold Arey. Miss Lillian Ross
The
Johnson
Society
was
enterriveted
together.
Each
tower
conKn
o
X
county
Petroleum
Industries
of
Boston.
Mrs.
Margaet
Williamson
Forest Beverage is employed at mental in developing the Connecti- sources of fishing news and features
n*ht 81 an 'aXa"°^ 5000 ton2 °f Ste€l and Committee, headed by R. A. ThursWayside Service Station. Edward cut plant which is highly successful jn the country. Editor Emery stresses and son Walter of Rockland and Mr.
ArrvWi™ party at the ,home
--------of. ..
Armistice
Mrs , no ooo field rivets. The legs of the
Beverage is working for V. L. Bever and is considered one of the World's this industry at every chance and it and Mrs. Frank Thomas of Cam
Emma
Torrey.
Decorations
were
in towers are built hollow, with steel ton of this city, was held here Thursage.
leading authorities on lobster and makes mighty interesting reading, bridge. Mass.
keeping with the holiday. A buffet ladders inside for use of riveter^) day night at A. C. McLoon s wharf,
• • • •
Program Director Arthur Buckr.am
Mrs. Rose (Carver) Tilly and Mr. fish culture. He has offered his
lunch was served. This week the Club painters and inspectors.
Included on the committee are the
Tilly of Ashland were here Friday services to this Department, free of Of station WCSH has written a draGeorge Ames
will meet with Miss Marion Weid“The two cables stretching over the .following local men, Rhama Fhllto attend the funeral services for charge. when we are ready to com- niatic sketch, built around the lives
George Ames who died at his home man.
[ towers and supporting the bridge
£Tick, A. C. McLoon, R. A. Thurston,
of Maine fishermen and it is hoped Thursday after a long illness was
her uncle. E. L. Carver who died mcnce our work in the Spring.
Mr. and Mrs. Everett Giles and each contain 17,464 wires about as
More
than
5.000
pounds
of
seed
that
thts
can
be
put
on
the
air
for
a
A. Boone, C. J. Bowley, Charles H.
Wednesday after a long illness. Sev
bom in this town, son of Beth and daughter Donna. Miss Jennie Wing, j thick as a lead pencil. They are 28%
eral other relatives and friends came lobsters were placed In the U. 6. number of weeks. Many progressive Mary (Delano) Ames. Mr. Ames, Mr. and Mrs. Frank Hanscom and Inches thick and weigh a ton for Barry, H. P. Burgess and C. F. Smith.
The committee has as its purpose
from Eagle and Camden to attend Government hatchery at Pemaquid dealers are interested In the plan and followed the water during his young son Kenneth and (Mrs. Jennie York every foot. If the wire in these cables
the funeral. Mrs. Carver is now with this week and will be kept there dur- have stated their desire to co-operate. er years and later was employed as of Clinton, Miss Louise Hanscom and I were strung out ln a single line, it the development and prosecution of
Ckusitnas tytft!
The residents of Vinalhaven and carpenter.
her daughter Mrs P. L. Brown at the ing the winter. Artificial rearing will
Paul Goodrich of Skowhegan were would reach nearly three times a plan of action calculated to pro
start at the Federal hatchery at their active Lions Club are going
village.
Besides his wife he is survived by recent guests at the home of Fred around the earth. This wire has a tect the oil industry and motorists
Boothbay Harbor in the early spring.
tensile strength of 231,000 lbs. per front inimical legislation and further
North Haven Grange held its an Efforts to secure funds for the es- after the lobster hatchery in earn one daughter, Mrs. Fred Clayter, Wallace.
est. A special fisheries program is sons Aubrey and Hetbert of this town
Mr. and Mrs. Waldo Handy and square Inch; and with the bridge in increased petroleum taxes.
nual fair with Negro Minstrels
tablishment of a State hatchery will planned for early in December with and Flavius Ames of Whitinsville, Ernest Handy of Schenectady, N Y., use. each cable will exert an average
Speaking before the gathering,
PRINTED STATIONERY
| Thursday and dance Saturday. The
be made at the coming session of a showing of the Departments' movies
Joseph
B. Campbell, secretary of the
pull
of
40.000.000
lbs.,
on
the
anchor

Mass.;
12
grandchildren
and
two
passed
the
weekend
with
Mrs.
4-H Club, Waterman Co. and W. S
Exquisite is the only word
Legislature.
i Of tbe industry and a visit from lead- great grandchildren, also brothers Handy's mother Mrs. Myra Giles.
Maine Petroleum Industries Commit
ages.
Hopkins
had
booths.
Supper
was
for this smart laid paper with
The advisability of launching a jng men in, the business. Vinalhaven
“The cantilever section of the East tee, said, "The petroleum industry
Mrs. Clayton Smith who joined
served each night. The function was program of marine farming of clams ] appreciates the great opportunity Stephen Ames of Stratton, N. H., and
the attractive new lettering
and its 'best customers the motorists
Mr. Smith here for the weekend re
styles.
well patronized and enjoyed by all. became more apparent this week that the industry offers for our towns Flavius Ames of this town.
are the targets for much of the pro
turned Sunday to Millbridge.
Funeral
services
were
held
Satur

subject
"Education,
”
and
his
talk
Mrs. Ethel Howard and family- with suggestions from the Dominion ; along the coast.
posed new taxes of the day. The
Francis Merchant architect at the was enthusiastically received.
50 SHEETS
day
at
the
residence,
Rev.
N.
F.
At

____________
have moved to the Leadbetter of Canada that the growing demand |
OOC
Camp
in
Camden
will
be
the
Inspection of Harbor Light Chap petroleum tax bill represents about
wood pastor of Union Church offici
50 ENVELOPES
double-tenement house near the vil on Its clam beds as the result of I
speaker at the meeting of the Garden ter. OES. takes place tonight pre one-ninth of all taxes collected by
SOUTH
HOPE
ating.
There
were
many
floral
lage,
American importation would probab- ,
federal, state and local governments.
tributes of love and respect. Inter Club Wednesday at 8 p. m., at the ceded by supper at 6:30.
regulations for
, „ ,
! Several hunters left Monday for ly result in further
_
,
Bernice Payson of Salem, Mass., is ment was made in Bay View ceme home of Mrs. Manasseh W. Spear,
A daughter Nancy Meredith, was More money is collected from sales
the conJ
J , ,
the big woods with deer and bears their protection. Due to
tery. The bearers were Frank Walls, Camden Road. A large attendance is born Nov. 12 in Bangor to Mr. and taxes on gasoline alone than is made
,
,
I visiting at Larkin Thorndyke s
Postage
tmuous decrease in our clam produc- i
I in mind.
Jothain
Tinker, Richard Swears and desired as the program promises to Mrs. Ross P. Spear of East Corinth, by those who market the fuel.
tion we have been importing more ' John Webster of Somerville. Mass.,
“The industry repeatedly has ex
10c
Maurice Dyer and Harvey Calderbe highly interesting.
Mr. Spear is the son of Mr. and Mrs
and more from the Provinces each was guest of Mr. and Mrs. C. B Edward MacDonald. Those from out
! wood are engaged in scalloping.
Mrs. Clarence Fish who has been L. True Spear of this town, and is pressed its willingness to bear a fair
of
town
who
attended
the
funeral
Extra
year. With drastic regulations made ; Taylor a few days the past week,
Murry Stone had an ill turn lately
were Flavius Ames of Whitinsville, at the home of her father, George now principal of East Corinth share of federal, state and local tax
by Canada and our supply practically ' Mrs. Gilbert Harmon of Camden Is
MM
burdens but is opposed to unfair, ex
Mrs. Edna C. Butnam and child of
Mass., and Milton Ames of Camden. Glaenteel for several weeks while Academy.
extinct we would be completely at the substituting at the village school, for
I Boston are visiting her parents, Mr.
recuperating from her recent hospital
Lawrence Dunton and Mrs. Annie cessive and disproportionate taxes
mercy of our northern neighbors, i Mrs. Olive Crockett
experience is now at their camp on Leighton were united in marriage upon its property, operations, pro
and Mrs. Frank Calderwood.
Including printing . . . with
WINTER SCHEDULE
I Maine has a great opportunity along
W. C. Wellman and Henry Hast
Blue, Brown or Red Ink. Double
1936—1937
Upper Main street for a few days Sunday evening at the Methodist. ducts and customers."
these ynes.
EFFECTIVE NOVEMBER 14
Sheets or Flat Sheets in Blue,
The committee will function
ings have returned from a ten-day
preparatory to closing it for the Church. Rev. Z. Andrews officiating.
DAILY EXCEPT SUNDAY
NORTH WARREN
The scallop season is well under hunting trip.
Grey, White or Tan Paper.
winter.
The ceremony preceded the evening; actively and hold frequent meetings
SERVICE
TO
way. New beds opened 'along the
NO. HAVEN, STONING
Mrs. Nellie Ballard and Mr. and service and was witnessed toy th? during thc period when the coming
Mrs. Earl Norwood and infant VINALHAVEN,
Mrs. William Antilla has entered a shores of the Provinces have hurt the
TON, ISLE AU HAUT, SWAN’S
1/lete facets!
Mrs. Maynard Graffam spent Sun congregation. The bride is the daugh legislature remains in session.
ISLAND AND FRENCHBORO
Boston hospital for treatment.
j market to some extent but the Maine daughter arc Patients at Mrs Chloe
Clever and gay . . . same
Read Down
Read Up day with relatives in Bangor and ter of G. W. Miller of Rockport and
Mr. and Mrs. Arne Lippinen of 1 boats are doing fairly well. There Mills’ maternity homeA. M.
p. M.
colors . . . Paper and Ink. 50
Mr. Dunton is the son of Mrs. Jennie
5.30
Lv
SWAN
’
S
ISLAND
.......
.
Ar 6.00 Winterport.
New York passed a few days in town are more dealers than in previous
Mrs Laa™ Clifford has returned
Sheets and 50 Envelopes $1.
6.30 Lv STONINGTON ................ Lv 4.40
WE BUY
An interesting and largely attended McAllister Dunton of Lincolnville.
recently.
( years but this is helpful as It ln- t0 Damariscotta after a week's visit 7.30 Lv North Haven .................... Lv 3.30
Elmer
Forest
Staples
and
Geneva
8.15
Lv
VINALHAVEN
................
Lv
2.45
service
was
held
Sunday
night
at
the
H. D. Post has been employed on creases the sales effort on Maine at Oie Charles L. Dunbar home,
9.30 Ar ROCKLAND
.......................... Lv 1.30
THE
Methodist Church with Earle Achorn S. Littlefield both of Searsport were
Those in this vicinity who have
road work.
scallops. Abnormally windy weather
Sub)ect to change without notice
CLARENCE E. DANIELS
lay preacher in charge. Clayton united in marriage Nov. 13 at the
VINALHAVEN & ROCKLAND
Armas Antilla went Thursday to is reported by the fishermen this fall. bagged deer, this season, are Halver
COURIER-GAZETTE
JEWELER
STEAMBOAT CO.
Smith principal of the Grammar Methodist parsonage, Rev. Z. An
Hart,
Arthur
Hart.
Arthur
Jones
and
Connecticut where he has a position The Eastport Sentinel, one of
Telephone 402
Roekland, Me.
370 MAIN ST,
ROCKLAND
drews
officiating.
School
was
the
speaxer,
using
as
his
137-tf
with a grain company.
Maine's best weeklies, suggests that Daniel J. Bowley 2d

THURSDAY

M *

y4

RYTEX LAID

$1

OLD GOLD
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THORND1KEVILLE

TENANT'S HARBOR

FRIENDSHIP

Edward Doughty who ls In a ]
CCC Camp at Suncook. N H„ is
home on a vacation until Tuesday.
Mrs. W. S. Lothrop has returned
home after a six weeks' stay in Wor
cester, Mass.
Llhley Merrifield has moved from
his farm to his winter home ln this [
place.
William Lothrop, accompanied by
his daughters Mrs. Roy Crotteau of
j Rockland and Mrs. Nathan Bogle of
1 East Union motored recently to Wor
cester, Mass.
Mr. and Mrs. Rufus Chatto of;
Bluehill and Mrs. Lovell Thompson
of Camden visited Mr. Chatto's sister
Mrs Abbie Merrill recently.
Mrs. William Wellman of South
Hope was recent dinner guest of Mrs.
Lester Merrill.
Mrs Elenora Ingraham is having.
repairs made on her house.
Mr. and Mrs. F. A. Crabtree and
Albert Crabtree visited recently at
(William Arrington s in Appleton
Mrs. Angie Merrill was guest last i
Tuesday of Mrs. Albert Heath at the
Cedars in Hope.
Mrs C. C. Childs and daughter
Muriel are with Mrs. Childs' mother
Mrs. W. C. Wellman ln South Hope«
while Mr. Wellman is on a hunting !
trip.
W. S. Lothrop is employed ln car- '
penter work at the Crawford Farm,
East Union.
Jonsie Dunbar of West Rockport
visited Friday at S. P. Crabtree's.

AT STRAND WEDNESDAY-THURSDAY

This Safe, External Treatment

Mrs. William J. Hastings enter
Miss Rachel Stetson has returned |
When You Want
tained relatives from Massachusetts
home from Knox Hospital and is | ■
to Alkalize
and New York over the weekend.
gaining ln health.
Rev. Newell Smith preached a fine
Dr. Flood, Mrs. Mabel Beal and j
Stomach Fast
sermon Sunday morning to students
Stephen Ware motored to Gardner,
of the Grammar and High Schools
Mass, on a recent business trip.
in observance of Educational Sun
Mr. and Mrs. E. A. Burns were
day.
guests Sunday of Mr. Burns' father.
Norman Anderson and Wiljo Mackii
Capt Gardiner Burns of Dutch Neele.
were interested spectators at the Bow- J
Mr. and Mrs. John Mitchell, ac
doin-Maine game as guests of Mr.
companied by Mrs. Allie Russell, at
and Mrs. Ernest Rawley.
tended the Eastern Star inspection
John Reid and John McDonald
last Tuesday night in Waldoboro.
went Sunday to Milford. N. H.
A son was born Nov. 1 to Mr. and
A social hour was enjoyed Thurs
Mrs. William Richards.
day at the close of the Puritan Re
hm
Mrs. Bedfield Miller has been ap
bekah Lodge meeting. A dainty ,
pointed postmaster to take the place
luncheon was served by Josie Com- Try This Amazing Fast Way
Massage VapoRub briskly on the During the night, VapoRub keeps
of Mrs. Angie Simmons, resigned.
throat, chest and back (between and right on working. Often, by morning
ery and Gertrude Nelson. The Sew-,
—
The
“
Phillips
”
Way
Mrs. Leslie Burns is much im
below the shoulder blades). Tlien the worst of the cold is over.
ing Circle will resume sessions Dec, i
proved ln health since returning
spread it thick over thc chest and Avoids Risk of Stomach Upsets
Millions Are Adopting
10 at which time a 6 o'clock supper
cover with warmed cloth.
ftom St. Barnabas Hospital, Port-'
This safe, external treatment cannot
will be served. After the lodge meet- ■ On every side today people are being
Almost before you finish rubbing, possibly upset the stomach, as con
land.
ing there will be practice of the de urged to alkalize their stomach. And
VapoRub starts to bring relief two stant internal "dosing" is so apt to
Mr. and Mrs. Philip Bramhall and
thus case symptoms of “acid indiges
gree staff.
ways at once—two direct ways:
do. It can be used freely, as often as
tion,” nausea and stomach upsets.
son called on relatives in Bremen re
Miss Virginia Proctor was guest
needed, even on the youngest child.
To gain quick alkalization, just do
1.
Through
the
Skin.
VapoRub
cently.
Sunday of Miss Margaret Reid.
acts direct through the skin like a
LIPS’ MILK OF MAGNESIA 30
Mrs. Dora Miller of Waldoboro is
Oor Ain Club met Saturday night
poultice or plaster.
visiting her brother. Wilbur Morse,
aung. LOR — take two
▼ VAPORUB
at the home of (Mr. and Mrs. Cant minutes after eating.
Phillips
’
Milk
of
Magnesia
Tablets.
2. Medicated Vapor*. At the
and Mrs. Morse at Friendship Har
Mothers! Look in your VapoRub
where a large birthday cake as part
Relief comes almost at once —
same time, its medicated vapors, re
package for full details of Vicks
bor.
of the supper, marked the anniver usually in a few minutes. Nausea,
Plan—a practical home guide to
leased by body heat, are breathed in
Zenas Lawry was a caller Sunday
greater freedom from colds. In clinic
“
gas
”
—
fullness
after
eating
and
saries of three members.
for hours—about 18 times a minute
tests among 17,353 people, this Plan
at the home of hls brother, Elll$
James Troup went Sunday to “acid indigestion” pains leave. You
—direct to the irritated air-passages.
cut sickness from colds more than haljl
Lawry.
Hobart Cavanaugh. Frank McHugh and Dick Powell I left to right above) Fitchburg, Mass, where he has em feel like a new person.
This combined poultice-and-vapor
Follow Vicks Plan for
Try this way. Get either thc liquid
The Eastern Star supper-meeting give a lesson in dramatic tribulation in “Stage Struck,' which is coming with ployment.
action loosens phlegm—relieves
Better Control of Colds
"Phillips" or the remarkable, new
irritation—helps break congestion.
held Wednesday in Thomaston was 12 of Hollywood's favorite stars and hundreds of extras and dancers,—adv.
Amon O.E.S. Sewing Circle met Phillips’ Milk of Magnesia Tablets.
attended by Mr. and Mrs. John
Friday, with supper served by Mrs. J Each one equals a teaspoon of the
FLORIDA
Mitchell, Mr and Mrs. Almon Pack Inspecting officer. Supper arrange the mission. Those present were Cant and Mrs. Imlach. The next i liquid. Only 25/ a box at all drug
stores.
ard. Mrs. Allie Russell, Mrs. Gertrude' ments were in charge of Carrie Mac Mrs. Emma Morton, Mrs Etta Mon meeting will belDec. 11 with Mrs An
ALSO IN TABIET FORM
Oliver, Mrs. Annie Doe and Mrs. Farland assisted by Olivia Hoffses roe, Mrs. Annie Wallace, Mrs. Flor-1 derson and Mrs. Reid as hostesses.
Each bny tablet
Bertha Jameson.
Visitors were present from Thomas ence Wallace. Mrs. Edith Stevens
A new feature at the Seaside Bap is the equivalent
Mrs. Nellie Thompson, Mrs. Genie tist Church is the formation of a (if a teaspoon
Mrs. Redman and son of New Jer‘ ton and Boothbay Harbor.
ful of genuine
Convenient to all points of interest—Modrrn in every way.
Bible Faith Mission met recently Bramhall and Miss Mabel Wotton. men-s chorus. All men and boys of Phillips' Milk
sey were at the Mitchell home a
GLEN COVE
An enjoyable view from our spacious ground-floor porches,
of Magnesia.
Miss Blanche Prior who has com 1 the community are urged to attend
with Mrs. Albion Wotton for an allcouple of days recently.
which surround the hotel. Many rooms with private balconies.
Mrs. Gladys Taylor and Mrs. Eva
Mr. and Mrs. Howard Beal motored day session. A fine dinner was en pleted her duties as telephone opera | and practice Thursday night. Twenty- I
joyed and considerable work done for tor in Warren, went recently to Mas eight young people enrolled Friday j
Newton were in Boston a few days
recently to Bath.
Booklet
June to
sachusetts.
[ night in the Christian Endeavor.
j Phillips m,lkof
Mr. and Mrs. E. H. Lawry arid
recently. >
October
on
magnesia
Mr. and Mrs Walter Fernald of
Mrs.
Lizzie
Oregory.
William
Clin
daughter. Eda, made a visit Sunday
Dr. and Mrs Ralph Wiley of Ayer.
Application
Hotel
South Portland were here to attend Mass., and son Howard of Bowdoin,
ton and H. N. Brazier are improving
with Mr and Mrs. W. A. Marriner
Maselynn
funeral
services
for
Elliot
Prior.
from recent illnesses.
j College were weekend guests of Mr. j
in North Vassalboro.
Stamfora
WASHINGTON
Capt. and Mrs Perley Lawry of and Mrs. William J. Hastings.
Corner Second Street
Ray Cook and friends of Baldwins-!
Harold Buzzell of Rockpor) has
DeL Co.
H. II. Mase
SHOWS START AT 8.00 P. M.
South Portland were recent guests of I Mrs. Harriet Wheeler entertained
N. Y.
completed the delivery of loam for |
ville. Mass., who have been spending
Manager
and First Avenue
High School Notes
Mr. Lawry's mother, Mrs. Charlena the teachers and officers cf the Sun
a week at one of Dr. Flood’s cottagjgt,
grading at the cemetery.
TUESDAY, NOV. 17
Moderate Rates
Lawry.
Original programs, followed by
at Martin's Point were recent callers
day school last (Thursday night at her
Several students are enthusiastic
Dining Room Service Unsurpassed
home. The next Workers' Conler- ally working on the senior class play, well-prepared luncheons, are forming
on friends at Bradford's Point.
“SWINGTIME”
ence will meet Dec. 3 with Mrs. Clari- "Mountain Mumps." which will be an important part in an active sea
' Mr and Mrs. Herbert Miller and
WALDOBORO
with
presented in December Miss Lincoln son for Penobscot View Grange
son Earl and daughter, Marilyn were'
bel Andrews.
FRED ASTAIRE,
is coaching the play and has assigned I Dances held there each Friday night,
at the Clayton Oliver home Sunday
Mr, and Mrs. Henry Milton and
GINGER ROGERS
1 parts to Georgia Hibbert, Talbot conducted by Henry Simmons, are
on a social call.
Miss Ona Hilton have been guests of
! Johnston, Ruth Lenfest. Frances also growing steadily in attendance
relatives at Mount Desert.
Rev. Guy Vannah. president of the
THURSDAY, NOV. 19
Mrs. Ralph Brackett and children j Marr. Lena Johnston, Marshall Nash,
Dr. and Mrs. Franklyn Randolph
Boston Bible School, with four
Barbara and George of Rockland | Charles Austin, Eleanor Sukeforth,
have returned from Philadelphia.
students, held services Sunday at the
“CHARLIE CHAN AT
Mrs. Isora Lee is visiting her sister spent Armistice Day as guests of her ! Elden Maddocks. Mildred Creamer,
Advent Church.
THE RACE TRACK”
in Beverly. Mass.
sister, Mrs. Alfred Harjula.
i Edward Ludwig and Doward Smith.
Earl Miller, accompanied by his
with
Mrs. Aina Peterson, who is seri
Mr. and Mrs. Frederick Brummitt
parents, Mr. and Mrs. Herbert Miller
A basketball team is being organWARNER OLAND,
have returned to Boston.
ously ill, is attended by Dr. Biggers
of Thomaston and his aunt. Mrs
I ized with Mr. Humphrey as coach.
HELEN
WOOD
Miss
Annie
Ellis
passed
the
week

of Thomaston.
Oertrude Oliver of this town, mo
A box social and dance will be given
« • ■ •
end at home from Lewiston where
tored last Tuesday to Augusta where
soon in order to finance the team. It
she is attending business college.
FRIDAY AND SATURDAY,
they visited Clarence Miller.
4-H Club News
is hoped that this event will be well
Mr. and Mrs. Russell Cooney of
NOV. 20, 21
Mr. and Mrs. Leland McElvce of
The Jolly Toilers Girls' 4-H Club. i patronized, for the team is greatly in
Brooklyn. N. Y., have been at thelr Miss Esther Harjula leader, held its
Woburn Mass. arrived Thursday at
1 need of pecuniary support.
WILL ROGERS
home here a few days.
last meeting at the home of Ina An
Sprucedale with several house guests
Stephen Johnston, a visitor at
Mrs. Alfred Storer has returned derson. This was fourth perfect at
in
who passed the weekend.
from Hammontown. N. J., where she tendance meeting for the new club school recently, aroused the enthusi
Mr and Mrs. Alton Prior were call
“AMBASSADOR BILL”
was called by the death of Mrs. Wil year.
asm of several boys in organizing a
ers Sunday on Mr and Mrs. W. A.
Matinee 2.30 p. m. Saturday Only liam Black.
The club will hold a. bean supper Boy Scout troop. It is a worthy
Morse.
|
Mrs. Cassie McLeod of Spruce Head Thursday at 630 at the Finnish Con project and should be given attention
Pythian Sisters of Friendship
Special: $10 given away each has been guest of her niece, Mrs.
gregational Church An interesting by all who are interested in the wel
Temple held inspection last Tues
Saturday night in three prizes;
YOUR NEXT AUTO WILL
Fred Dalton.
program including a short sketch. fare of their community.
day night with Marie Stimpson, dis
third prize this week is S10.
BE A STREAMLINE MODEL
Mr. and Mrs Herbert Newbegin “Pulling Sam's Tooth." will be pre137-138
trict deputy, of Boothbay Harbor as i
Friday, Nov. 13, has passed and on
recently visited friends in Haverhill, i sented during the evening.
j this date book reports were submit
Mass.
The next meeting of the Champion ted. However. English students have
Miss Elsie Maunder of Boston is Chick Raisers, Eoys' 4-H Club will be
learned that the jinx bothers only
, visiting Mr. and Mrs. A. L. Shorey. held Wednesday night at the home
tf
those who fail to get their reports
(Members
of
Meenahga
Grange
held
tf
fo (an all day session Friday for the of Mrs. Fred Anderson, local leader. finished
tf
YOUR NEXT RADIO WILL
Tw’o noteworthy assemblies were
purpose of cleaning their hall. Dinner
BE A SHORT-WAVE SET
tf
CUSHING
£ was served at noon.
held recently. An appropriate pro
tf
Hiram
B.
Black.
Kenneth
Teague
gram
pertaining
to
Armistice
was
fo
S E. Hyler is engaged in building
tf
fo and Allen C. Waltz were drawn on an addition to Tasquantum Lodge, given last Tuesday with Georgia Hib
8
tf
£ the Grand Jury and Albert Benner, the summer home of B H. Wether- bert as chairman, while Friday a
Floyd A. Benner. Thurlow E. Ludwig
program celebrating American Edu
tf
bee. The latter is drawing plans for
and Cecil R. M. Newbert on the
cation Week was presented with El
tf
a large tower to be built in early
Traverse Jury for the November term
den Maddocks as chairman. Both
spring
on
top
of
his
lodge.
This
tf
of the Lincoln County Superior
assemblies showed hearty pupil par
tower will be 40 feet high, with an
YOUR NEXT HEATtMC PLANT
tf
& Court convening at Wiscasset.
ticipation and much initiative.
WILL BE AUTOMATIC
outlook
room
of
plate
glass,
9x11,
tf
At the rummage sale held by the
A new bell has been added to
from which a fine ocean view may
Baptist Church Sewing Circle $39
tf
school equipment and though it
be
enjoyed,
extending
far
beyond
was added to the treasury.
tf
Monhegan Island. The tower will serves a useful purpose there are
tf
be built on the style of a Newfound- those who find it hard to adapt
NORTH WASHINGTON i land lighthouse.
themselves to its tone.
tf
Charles
Crummitt
has
bought
the
tf
Recent visitors at school were
fo Shorey, Evans and Hannon hardwood I
tf
Miss Phildora Dixon and Lawrence
YOUR NEXT
fo lots and is engaged in starting out 1
REFRIGERATOR
Humphrey of Clinton.
“ALL THE
tf
£ 35 cords of dry cordwood already cut I
WILL BE ELECTRIC
tf
William Jones is his efficient helper.
Maurice Hodgkins of Somerville, a
W. A. Palmer and Mr. and Mrs. F.
1 freshman, came to school not long
tf
PRINTED STATIONERY
W. Cunningham visited relatives Sun- j
ago with an especially engaging
tf
OUT OF LIFE”
a day in Searsmont. The following day i
1 smile. When it was learned that he
tf
50 SHEETS
they were business visitors ir. Rock says middle aged woman had been so fortunate as to shoot a
tf
land.
Many women suffer from hot deer his apparent happiness was
■'WbOrfawt50 ENVELOPES
tf
Archie Lenfest of this place was
flashes, dizzy spells, nervousness well justified.
and other an
united in marriage Saturday night to
noying symp
Miss Phyllis Brown of Weeks Mills at
BURKETTVILLE
toms of the
[
the
home
of
the
bride's
mother.
After
fo
ChangeofLife.
c- the ceremony the wedding party went
YOU can't spend all your time in the kitchen even if you
Stephen Prentice of Bristol was a
They get so
' to Fairfield where a bountiful supper
wanted
to. You must have some freedom for other
fo was furnished by the sister of the
blue and dis business visitor Thursday in this
important things . . shopping, visiting, recreation, and
!
place.
couraged that
bride. Mrs. Lenfest is employed at
time for your family.
life does not
Mrs Edith Light of Washington
the Y.M.C-A. in Waterville but after
INCLUDING MINTING .... WITH BLUE BROWN OR
seem worth was a caller last Tuesday on Mrs.
Careful planning of kitchen work helps—but the best
Nov. 23 will reside here with Mr. Len
Mrs. Matu&hek
living.*
laid plans often go wrong if your kitchen equipment isn't
Blanche
Rokes.
RED INK. DOUBLE SHEETS OR FLAT SHEETS IN BLUE,
s fest. Friends unite in wishing the
right. And nothing can tie you down quite so tight as
"All the fun was gone out of life,"
Mrs. Oladys Cullinan entertained
GREY, WHITE OR TAN RARER.
I couple happiness and prosperity.
an old-fashioned, inefficient range.
complains Mrs. S. Matushek of I the Farm Bureau Friday.
10907 Edbrooke Ave., Chicago. For
fo
five years I was going through a very
Mr. and Mrs. George Mansfield,
That's why modern homemakers have an automatic
NOTICE TO SHAREHOLDERS
bad time. I was nervous, had terrible Carleton Mansfield and Mr. and
Hotpoint electric range. It brings a new freedom to
of the
headaches, could not climb stairs
SAME COLORS . . . RARER AND INK.
Mrs.
Fred
Besse
were
callers
Sunday
women . . . new convenience . . . cleanliness ... a
and
felt
swollen.
Your
Vegetable
WALDOBORO LOAN AND
fo
new order of life.
Compound worked wonders for me. i on Mrs. Elmer Light.
50 SHEETS AND 50 ENVELOPES $1.
BUILDING ASSOCIATION
It is a great medicine for any time of
fo
Mr.
and
Mrs.
Ralph
Calderwood
of
WALDOBORO
life, but especially at the Change and
Let electricity take the place of old-fashioned methods
fo
before motherhood. My daughter Rockland visited Sunday at Nelson
Thc provisions of Section 48,
of cooking just as in lighting, washing, sweeping, etc.
Lucille
used
to
faint
at
the
office.
Chapter
57.
Banking
Laws
of
Maine,
1
Calderwood's
fo require the State Banking Depart
The more you use the less it costs per kwh.
Your medicine helped her and
fo ment to verify pass books of deposi
Horace Smith of Medomak spent
helped
my
daughter-in-law
too.
”
Postage 16c Extra
the above Hotpoint
tors in savings banks and savings
tf
the weekend at the home of Charles
depositors books ln trust companies
Range.
Cash $99.75
“I Had Awful Hot Spells"
and shareholders books in loan and
Smith.
building associations at least once
says Mrs. Harry H. Price of 304 Noi
every three years. The regular veri
Mrs. Annie Collins, accompanied by
Harrison Ave., Kankakee, Illinois:
fo fication
at the above named asso
"ThejVegetable Compound puts pep her family and friends, passed the
ciation
now being made by the
FREE INSTALLATION
fo Banking is Department,
into me and makes my work easy."
and for the
holiday as guest of her parents.
sole purpose of correcting errors or
on our Regular Plan
fo omissions
*W'hat they need is a dependable
you are requested to bring
Mr and Mrs. Lendon Jackson and
medicine like Lydia E. Pinkham's
your book, or send by mall TO THE
BE SURE AND SEE . . . RYTEX
WALDOBORO LOAN AND BUILDING
daughter Beatrice spent Wednesday
Vegetable Compound.
50
$1
fo ASSOCIATION, promptly. Verifica
PERSONAL CHRISTMAS CARDS
at Mrs. Leila Turner’s.
tion closes November 20, 1936
fo
THOMAS A COOPER
Nelson Calderwood has employ
MAYBE JUST ONE ADDED APPLIANCE WILL BRING YOU 2c ELECTRICITY
Bank Commissioner.
ment at James Calderwood's ln Wal
Augusta, Maine, November 9. 1936
VEGETABLE COMPOUNO
137-139
doboro,

Helps END A COLD Quicker

/£& 3~WU

& l/a/xrf&dr THateayje

_VICKS__

MIAMI’S

Ideal Resort Hotel
HOTEL

rniLLira

THEATRE

STAR Waldoboro

GRALYNN

GEORGES RIVER ROAD

LOOK AHEAD

BE

FUN WAS GONE

YOUR NEXT COOK-STOVE SHOULD BE
A
ELECTRIC RANGE

$

X&w

hoic SUzets!

$3
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THOMASTON

TRAINING IN CALIFORNIA

WAITING FOR SMOOTH SEA

2 BLENDS - 2 PRICES

LOST AND FOUND

The Baptist Ladies' Circle meets
BROWN LABEL
RED LABEL
in the vestry Wednesday afternoon.
SMALL brown pocketbook lost beHigh quality, low price ] tween
Perry's Main St market and Beech
Amerlca’a finest quality
Supper will be served at 6, and at
St Contains several bills. Reward lf re>
R
oSFNKR'a|Iz" BVILDING-1
7:15 the Choral Society will present
• turned to 19 peech pt.
138-It
a public entertainment consisting of
Chorus, “Autumn. " Beethoven; bari
w *
u
9
I
tone solo, selected, Raymond K
I
Greene; trumpet solo. “Stars in a i
A
Courier-Gazette
reporter
found
A telephone cable which has carried
I
Velvety Sky." Herbert L. Clark, Miss
your words and ours from the main Maine Central wharf a -decidedly busy
SHOATS and pigs for sale, all sizes;
Olive Rowell; ladies' trio, “A South- !
place yesterday, while the telephone
slabwood $5 cord delivered; green cordland to the Pox Islands for the past
em Hush Song," Litta Lynn; reading.
wood $8 50 cord. R L ESANCY, Liberty.
officials and Snow Marine Company
_________________________________ 137*139
26 years will go out of commission were transferring the cable to the car
Miss Lillian Thurston; piano solo.
BRUSH for sale, also trees for lawn.
"Venetian Barcarolle,” Godard. Miss
i one day this week, and human voice float
807
WILLIAM DONOHUE. Tel 196-W
_________________________________ 138-140
Dorothy Lawry; vocal solos, “Until,"
will never again be heard over it.
, The cable arrived in the form of
. FOUR good bargains ln Real Estate
Sanderson and “Pale Moon ' Logan, j
Meantime there will have steamed four huge reels, which were uncoiled
for sale. Note these four great bargains,
and see the new fall books before
fine localities, situated on Beech street,
Miss Margaret Simmons; chorus, i
into the bay those two familiar tow- onto the car float in the. form of a
Limerock street. Park street and Sweetthey
go
into
circulation.
The
display
•'We Cheer and March Away," I
boats the Sommers N. Smith and figure eight, long experience havingAdvertisements ln this column nov to I land street. Small amount paid down
includes
both
fiction
and
non-fict
’
on.
I
and easy time payments. Babson says:
txceed
three
lines
inserted
once
for
25
Bellini.
I John Chester Morrison and the taught that this is the most efficient
Buy real estate for Investment." W H.
cents, three times for 50 cents. Addi
Call
there
some
day
this
week
and
Albert Condon and brother. May
tional
lines
five
cents
each
for
one
time
SPEAR.
Rockland. Tel 430
138-143
equally well known steamer lighter manner of handling cable to be laid.
10
cents
for
three
times.
8lx
words
select
the
book
you
wish
to
have
re

nard Condon, accompanied by Dr.
1928
Paige
for
sale
or
will
sell
parts.
Sophia convoying the Snow Marine, Twenty men, all told, were on the
make a line.
| Also trailer CLIFFORD B CARROLL.
O. R. Lawry of Rockland, returned
! Co.'s car float, making a bee line from job yesterday, the work proceeding served.
Warren. Maine. Tel. 1-12.
J38*14O
George Wasgatt and family have
home Saturday after a week's hunt
NINETEEN draft horses for sale; also
the Owl's Head shore to Crabtrees under the direction of Lewis Gray of
I 70 shoats and pigs C. M BURGESS.
moved
to the George Burd house on
ing trip in Wesley.
Point. North Haven and from the Bangor, the highly capable division
Union. Tel. 6-4
137*139
Mrs. Harold Marshall entertained
deck of the car float will be lowered construction foreman of theNewEng- Mountain street.
j A neat refined housekeeper ls wanted
Fred Dean and Alfred Gray are at
a group of friends Saturday after- j
to assist ln house work and care for
1 the 36.000 feet of telephone cable, land Telephone & Telegraph Co. AsColeman
Pond
making
improvements
HOUSEKEEPER wanted for man alone I seml-lnvalld. No washing or Ironing.
noon at her home in Rockland, to j
which. barring accident, will serve for sisting in the important work is the
ln small village, no one over 45 need | Small family. Around 50 or 60 years of
honor her niece. Miss Ruth Killeran [
apply. J. Liberty. Maine
137*142 I age preferred Write Box 275, care of
telephonic communication between the construction crew from the land office, on the Dean camp.
Courier-Gazette
138-140
Miss
Theresa
Gray
a
Business
as an observance of her birthday an
SPECIAL
work
—
Until
Christmas
for i
.
,, ,
. .............................. ....... ........ .
mainland and Fox Islands many under the skilled leadership of its
niversary. At two tables of bridge I
School student was ln town over the
X" w‘“t'd
see°f mr . McIntosh. _Ooiden tiiiciouZ' North?™
years to come.
! foreman, Donald Spear.
well educated, have car. Sec MR
and Greenings, for sale by peck or
STREET, Hotel Rockland. 4 to 6 p ni . 8py»
prizes were awarded Mrs. Lawrence
Come early, as supply ls limited.
Incidentally, we are told, it will be
And now for a smooth sea and mod- weekend.
Friday only!
138*139. | box
Leach of Rockland and Mrs. Mar- I
NICHOLS FARM. Atlantic Highway,
Arthur Barnes has returned from
the second longest telephone cable erate wind and the Job will be done
GIRL wanted for kitchen work, to go Warren. Tel. 7-21
137*139
garet A. Lakeman. of this town. Tea
Boston where he was called by the home nights, Tel. 669-M. 75 Broad street. |
' in the United States.
in Jig time.
CEMETERY lot for sale, excellent loca
135-tf
was served and Miss Killeran was the I
critical illness of his son, Frank
tion ln Achorn cemetery Apply to MRS.
1500 bundles of Christmas trees wanted ETTA ANDERSON. 259 Talbot ave
recipient of many gifts. The other '
Barnes, who is in the Chelsea Me Immediately
HASKELL BROS. Log
137*140
guests included Mrs. Ronald Messer,
morial Hospital suffering with burns Cabin Filling Sta. City. Tel. 1115-J,
PRESSED and loose hay for aale.
house
Tel
25.
____________________
137-tf
CUTTING FARM. South Warren. Tel.
Mrs. Alexander Donaldson and Miss I
received in a gasoline explosion sev
POSITION wanted, as allround cook 3-3
______________________ 137*139
Ada P. Colman of this town, and !
eral weeks ago. Mr. Barnes remains HORACE PERRY. Cor. Union and
MILL property and equipment for
’ Willow Sts . Rockland.
87-tf
Miss Maerice Blackington of Rock- I
I quick sale House 10 rooms, barn, woodin a serious condition with his name
Nine young men from Maine have just arrived in Los Angeles. California,
POSITION as housekeeper wauled, m ; shed. 5 acres, city water, hot water heat
land.
on the danger list.
at the National Schools for several months of intensive study in Diesel and
a small family, no children Write W E . 1 VERNON L. PACKARD. City. Tel 987-J.
451-12
Richard O. Elliot and Arthur E grs engineering. They are: Hazen Crow, Wocdland; Aden L. Whitney. Bar
137*142
Mrs. Arthur O'Keefe has closed care of Courier-Gazette, or Tel. 136*138
BRUSH for sale. $3 per load. W.R.
MciDonaldi went Sunday to Eustis Harbor; John and Robert Anderson. Rockland: Frank Kaler. Rockland; Don
Florence Villa and returned to Cin
MURRAY. Rockport. Tel. 511 Camden
where they will be at the King Bart ald Curie, Gorham; Joseph Haile. Brunswick; Gerald Spiller. Oakland: and
Tel 384-M.
137*139
cinnati. for the winter.
Legal Notice
lett Camps for a week while hunting. LaWTence Weed. Brunswick. After six to nine months, they will return East
HOUSE banking brush lor sale; also
Arey-Heal Post. A. L.. will hold a
NOTICE OF FORECLOSURE
any size trees for lawn C. E GROTTON.
William T Smith, Jr., a student at1 for employment at their trade. National Schools were founded in 1905 as an
A statement to the effect that , As the clam imports run very high public beano party Friday in the Le
135-tf
WHEREAS Edwin S. Hooper ol St 138 Camden St . Tel 1214-M
Oeorge ln the County of Knox and State
Tufts CoUege. two fraternity brothers. aU(omoyve trade school. It now trains men in auto, Diesel, radio and elec- Canada may limit the exportation of there would most certainly be a scar- gion hall.
BRUSH and loam for sale Delivered.
of
Maine,
by
hts
mortgage
deed,
dated
23-W. WILLIAM ANDERSON. West
Chester A Foss, of Englewood. N. J.,
,
. ,
city in this country if the Canadian
Capt. J. Arthur Wagner. Ora December 24. 1932. recorded In Knox Call
clams into this country was made by
/
Meadow Road
136*138
and David K. Young, of Somerville.
'______________________________________________________________
ol Denis Book 234, Page 148.
market was closed or limited.
Brown. James Brown and Carl Leon Registry
SMALL wheelchair tor sale, cheap.
conveyed
to
Rockland
Wholesale
Grocery
William Found, Deputy Minister of
commissioner Feyler has long adMass. and Miss G. Lillian Young. streel for contract. Prizes were
135-tf
a corporation organized and exist Call 793-W after 4 p. m.
ASK FURTHER DELAY Fisheries, Saturday. Communicating vocated a marine fanning program ard have returned from a gunning Co.
ing under the laws otf Maine and located
HOUSE trailer for sale, fully equipped,
also of Somerville, attended the Bow- awarded
WUUam T. Hint and
trip at Whetstone. Each shot a buck. at Rockland aforesaid, a certain parcel nothing
else to buy. Cost (600. will sell
doin-Tufts footbaU game Saturday in Mfs
E McDonald, of this
with Commissioner Rodney E Feyler for Maine and will attempt to have
Mrs. Fred B Herrick has returned of
estM
,e;’“'buildings
“‘ft10 sa‘thereon,
d st Oeo^
e- for $400 cash. Write ' TRAILER ' care
together
jwrlth
daThe
Deer
Isle
Bridge
Bid
Courter-Oazette.
133-138
Brunswick and were weekend guests tQwn and Mrs £ st€wart orbeton.
of the Department of Sea and Shore provisions made for this work at the to Waldoboro after spending a few;scribed as follows —
EXCELLENT, fitted, hard stove wood
Fisheries.
Mr.
Found
said
that
the
winter
session
of
Legislature.
Under
of Mr Smith s parents. Mr. and Mrs
^Ves. f^ckport. The other guests
days
at
her
home
on
Chestnut
street.
1
Bounded
,hc
shore
of
Opened Last W eek
as
Mosquito Harbor, southwesterly by land for sale, seasoned; 1675 per cord: de
William T Smith. They were accom- I wefe Mrs Lawrence R. Dunn, Mrs.
Increasing demand from the United the present regulations clams cannot
$9. ROBERT NUTT, West RockDr. Saul Pollsner is in Knox Hos- now or formerly of Hiram Barter and livered.
Too
High
parried by Charles Spear, also a
w WaUwr Mrs. James E
States market was threatening the be sold under two inches long provid pital for an appendicitis operation. land of Gardner; northwesterly by the pott________________________133*141
highway leading to Tenants Harbor and
SMALL pigs for sale. (2 50 up F A.
student at Tufts, who was guest of Creighton, Mrs. Lewis C. Sturtevant,
northeasterly by land of Harris; being KIMBALL. 397 Old County Rd.. Tel
The Deer Isle Bridge District is great Charlotte County beds with ing the batch contains more than
• • • •
that
portion
of
the
Isaac
Hooper
farm
321-W
132-tf
his parents. Mr. and Mrs. Maynard Mrs Albert B
Mrs j Rufsen
depletion and that steps to adopt 15% of this size. For a period of
] located southeasterly of said highway.
asking the Public Works Administra
YARNS for rugs and hand knitting.
Young Baptists' Assembly
further regulations for their protec about 10 years a law was effective
Also
another
lot
at
Martinsville
ln
said
Spear, meantime.
i DaVis Mrs. Bowdoin L. Grafton,
a.
Volin-;
nV
Samples and knitting directions free H.
The annual meeting of the Baptist 1 |{nX gBt S 2nd aton« .7 the' ' ^J^TLglT. Harmony, Maine. 127-138
Mr. and Mrs. Rdchard O. EUiot and , Miss jjan-igt Dunn and Miss Clara tion for extension of time to oegin tion were being seriously considered. whereby it was illegal to ship clams
construction
of
the
bridge
from
DePOCOHONTAS soft coai. (8 50: ,hard
Mr and Mrs. Harold F. Daha. re- I Spear.
This would undoubtedly mean a out of the State during the summer Young
Association of
I in. |easterly
of othfr
lindofofThomas
Edwln
xoung Peonies
peoples Association
01 Ling Hoopercora,r
8nd Und
o, hetrs
coal. (15; coke. (11. J B PAULSEN,
turned home Saturday after spendRonaid .Messer and Kenneth Roes cember t0 Marc’a or April, the office sjlbrtage
country- and is an months. This was changed six years
Tel 84-2. Thomaston.
123-tf
coin and Damariscotta Associations, |j “
ooptby
r th
TP Hooper s heirs land to the
tion
said
FORDSON tractor for sale. BICKNELL
ing several days In Boston while at- ! Qf thjs
and Richard Emery. of R«Presentative Brewster was in- exceUent argUment why that the ago and a steady decline was noticed.
northerly
corner
of
the
Isaac
Hooper
MANUFACTURING
CO
132-tf
tending theNew EnglandBanker's n^ujy. Donianand Lawrence Lufformed yesterday. The request for state Of Maine should launch an The argument for changing the law was held Friday and Saturday in Held, so called, ln line of an old fence;
>
plai
ln a southwesterly direction, by
Convention.The latter's sons. James
Roc|tjand returned home evasion has not been received by extensive program of clam conserve- was that due to the Depression many the Baptist Church as part of the thence
line of said fence, twenty rods and ten let for the season. Phone ua. Rockland
and John, who have been visiting Saturday after a week's hunting trip FWA yet. but is understood to be on tion and marine farming.'" stated , men needed work and could find it youth movement of the Northern links to a stake and stones, thence ln a 980. STONINGTON FURNITURE CO.
132-tf
direction and parallel to
their grandparents, Judge and Mrs. in Monticello.
its way. with the approval of Harold commissioner Feyler.
Our clam on the clam beds during the summer. Baptist Convention, organized in the northwesterly
ALL kinds of dry hard, and soft wood,
the first mentioned line to the souther
under
cover,
also
lumber.
T.
J.
CARcorner of other land of said Edwin S.
James A. Pulsifer. in Auburn, mean
The annual Roll call of Mayflower Lockwood. PWA director for Maine business has reached a sad state of ! "That our clams are becoming ex- various associations throughout the ly
132-tf
Hooper; thence ln a northeasterly direc ROLL. Tel 263-21. Rockland
time. returned home also.
! Temple, Pythian Sisters will be held and New HamPshlre
decline, due to overdigging without | hausted is unquestionable," said the
tion and by said other lot, last referred
HOUSE 6 rooms, good cellar, garage.
to. twenty rods and ten links to place 5 min. walk from Main St., some Im
Mr. and Mrs. J. Edward Elliot re- priday jn K p jlau at 7 30. a large
FWA has allocated a loan of $385- provisions for conservation, he poin- ; Commissioner. “Shipments are smal- denomination.
of beginning; being the northeasterly provements. (1600. House 7 rooms, good
OCO and a grant of $315,000 for the ted out. and the Canadian Govern- ler. there are less men digging and
The churches co-operating in this half of the Isaac Hooper wood lot. so cellar, lights, good well. 2-car garage. 8
turned from Greenfield Saturday attendance u desired.
called.
acres, clear field, on good road. 5 miles
after a week s hunting trip.
Mr. and Mrs Russell Hoffses were bridge, with the condition that work ment does not intend to make the less being sold. Canada realizes that district this year in this forward
Also another lot at said Martinsville from city. (1000 House 7 rooms, good
begin
Dec.
1.
Bids
opened
in
Ells

The Red Cross Roll Call is being we<kend guesU of his parenl5 Mr
same mistake.
1 we have allowed our great beds to be- movement are Belfast. Islesboro, bounded on the northwest by the high cellar, garage, barn, city water, lights
way leading to Tenants Harbor; on the esn be had. 8 or 10 acres, on tar road,
conducted by Miss Jane R. Miller as- and Mr.
Hoffses,
worth Nov. 10 revealed only one bid
Deputy Minister Found inquired as , come depleted and is going to profit
northeast by other land of this grantor; near village. (800 House 5 rooms with
Thomaston
and
Camden.
on the southeast by land of said Edwin cellar, lights, center of city, (800;
sisted by Misses Ella K Gilchrest.
accompamed „y Mr? for substructure, which was too high. to what steps Maine was taking for by our mistakes With the Canadian
and on the southwest by land another house 6 rooms with garage,
Following the supper a social Sof Hooper
Jes^e Crawford. Ardelle Maxey. H(jffscs. mQther
Anhur D Ra._ Bids for the superstructure were not conservation of its clam beds and why | supply limited, prices would rise and
Gardner, containing one acre more or lights, water. (600 Will sell any of these
less
and
being
samee, conveyed
small payment
down. balance as
----------------__
-------- the
■
■ j by 1 -for
w* -*,*»*.
pojuic... uuwu,
Katherine Creighton and Dorothy L. |
visited Mr and Mrs Stan- !exceislve compared to the total funds our supply was declining so rapidly, with regulated and productive beds period was enjoyed, led by the Bel Thomas Hooper
to Kate Seavey and by rcat v F STUDLEY. Tel. 1154 or 330.
Starrett. If preferred, contributions
her
to
Joseph
E
Hooper
;
Many
more
not
listed
129-tf
available.
He
stated
that
“
as
the
result
of
this
Maine
would
have
a
great
opportunifast group, assisted by David Crock
ley Kalloch. meantime. While there
Reserving, however, to Joseph E
may be made direct to the chairman.
Reascn
given
for
the
scarcity
of
great
demand
from
America
our
clam
ty
to
take
advantage
of
this
advancHooper
a
right
of
way
two
rods
wide
ex

ett of this place. Speakers and conMr. Hoffses who is first lieutenant
tending from said highway southwesterlv
n
Mrs. Lavinia a. Elliot, or the treasur
of Battery F took examination for a substructure bids and the high beds in Charlotte County area are j ing market."
ference leaders were Rev. J. Newel! I across the southwesterly side of the next t
er, Miss Jessie M. Stewart.
figure
of
the
one
bid.
it
is
explained
being
exploited
to
an
extent
that
will
It
is
reported
that
large
metropolij above described lot and across the south- j ’
captain in the Coast Artillery.
Smith Of Tenant’s Harbor, leader Of ! westerly side of the first described lot j ♦
Mrs. Edith Fales and Mrs Harriet
to the shore at Mosquito Harbor
♦
Henrietta P. widow of Atwood Lev- is that contractors fear to risk their make it probably necessary to adopt tan dealers are showing much con♦
Tillson will be hostesses to Friendly
equipment in Eggemoggin Reach in furthur regulations for their protec- cern over the impending Canadian the worship periods; Rev. N°lsor. I And whereas the conditions of said K
I ensaler of this town died at 4 o'clock.
mortgage have bem broken, now there-, AT T
Club Wednesday night at the home
situation.
Canfield of Belfast, on subject. muons7 " Xck7.ndh °fXleCs°."; I Meehan"”R^nd Tso pracUca?
Monday afternoon, in Concord, N. H. winter, while bids might be more tion."
of Mrs. Foster Fales on Elm Street.
ly new ‘^Ptco hot water heater for sale
reasonable under warm weather con- ----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- "Youth Looks Forward;" Prof. Lowel!
at
the
home
of
her
son,
Alfred
W.
rciXT.^ure o,
sT%%
Members are reminded that a special
ditions.
Q.
Haynes
of
Colby
College,
confer

collection will be taken to finance Levensaler. where she was passing
“
Rockland
Wholesale
Grocery
Co^
furnlshed
apartment
to let> all
ence leader on "The Art of Happi
Ihe winter. Her age was 85 years.
Christmas work.
for
a
visit
with
Mr
and
Mrs.
Wal

ness.
How
it
Comes
and
Why
it
J
Treasurer
I
m
°d
ern
Improvements.
19
Willow
street.
Mrs. C. E. Perkin6 of Orr's Island The remains will be brought here lace Barrows.
137*139
Dated
November
16,
1936
Stays;"
Rev.
E
A.
Sherwood
of
138-T-144 !
and Miss Marguerite Condon of and funeral services held at St John
(Continued from Page One)
in Great Britain; the need for such Damariscotta, leader of conference
Mr. and Mrs. Edgar Barker and
>
THREE furnished rooms for light
Portland who spent the past week Baptist Episcopal Church. Friday at son Ronald returned Sunday from
a publication is obvious. The Maine on the church; Rev. F H. Knollin.
housekeeping to let. private bath 65
930.
construction
lists.
It
is
hoped
that
North
Main street
137-tf
with Mrs. Albert Condon, returned
Union, where they spent the week at the United States Government may coast is still rich in half-models director of Christian Education of j
home Saturday.
FURNISHED
tenement
to
let
at
30
the MaineBaptist convention on j
the home of Mr. and Mrs. L. F eventually turn over to the custody of ready to be acquired by patient
I Granite St. Six rooms, bath, furnace.
Mrs. Mary Veazie of Rockland was
search;
these
are
the
source
materia!
Blble
Its
Value
and
Use
...
Rev
I lights, hot and cold water MRS W B.
WARREN
Barker, while the latter visited rela the Penobscot Marine Museum the
MITCHELL 30 Granite St.. City 138*140
guest of honor at a luncheon given by
for studies in ship design A cata- w c
of Islesboro, leader of
tives in Addison.
older
Custom
House
records
of
the
Misses Helen L. Carr and L. Blanche
logue
of
local
ship
paintings
should
,
the
for
adults
.
! FURNISHED tenement to let. hot and
The Ellsworth Spear place has Maine coast; this has already been
The Sewing Circle of Ivy Chapter
Raysor, at their home Friday to cele
cold water, hot water heat, lights, gas.
be made; carefully selected acquisi-offlcers
elected
were:
! \ 7
been
bought
by
Charles
Dilloway
of
viutcio
cicvicu
wcic.
i icoiuciii
~ y yi
i
Rent reasonable. FLOYD SHAW. 47
done
with
the
Newburyport
records.
...
_
.
..
..
.
brate her birthday anniversary. Col O.E S. met today at the home of
. K
tions of this sort should be added to Edward Manning of Camden; vice yy
North Main St.
)38-tf
Everett, Mass.
which are in the keeping of the New
ored gourds formed the attractive Mrs. Abbie Newbert wno entertained
the Museum as funds permit their
Albert
Chapman. Thom.
Thom
Hgznt
Alhert
Chonmon
*
Mrs Grace Wyllie heads the com buryport Historical Society
FOUR-room tenement' at 38 Mechanic
table centerpiece which was flanked jointly with Mrs. Laura Starrett
purchase
street to let. lights, flush. MRS W. S.
mittee on the Red Cross drive which
aston; secretary, Ruth Fitzgerald.
There is no marine periodical pub
by yellow caudles and the favors car Dinner was served at noon.
KENNISTON. 176 Main St. Tel. 874-W.
Like
all
others
who
have
been
is on this week in town. It will be lication in the United States at ai:
Islesboro
1__ ________________________________ 132-tf
„„
______ ,
_
ried out the yellow color scheme. The
Mr. and Mrs. Lincoln McRae, and recalled that, while the membership comparable to The Mariners Mirror
8
P
11 communlty
■
FOUR rooms and bath, to let second
guests were Mrs. Freeman Brown of son Lincoln. Misses Evelyn and Shir
i floor, easy to heat. $15. water paid. F. M.
where the tradition of the sea never
fee
is
$1.
smaller
amounts
are
gladly
KITTREDGE. 30 Chestnut St . Tel.
Rockland, her guest. Mrs. Lydia ley Morse, and Mr. and Mrs. Ellis
dies. Mr. Colcord reads with mingled
100-J.___________________________ 137*139
Gardiner, of Portland, and Miss Watts of Rockland, were dinner received and that a part of the
contempt and pity the stories told
FURNISHED apartment, two rooms
money
thus
given
is
returned
to
the
and bath, with heat and lights to let.
Elizabeth Porter, of Camden.
by fiction writers who make ships
guests Sunday of Mr. and Mrs. Ben town.
$5 week. Foss House. 77 Park St Tel.
Mr. and Mrs. George N. Phillips
330. Unfurnished rent, six rooms and
sail impossible courses and do im-1
jamin E. Watts.
Rehearsals are on for the threebath, water free. $15 month, one-half
of this town, and his mother Mrs.
SYMBOL
OF
AN
possible
things.
i double house, range connected for hot
Tlie Dorcas Circle of Kings act comedy, “The Meddlesome Maid"
George W. Phillips of Rockland,
!
water V F STUDLEY____________ 135-tf
"We are going to reconstruct out 1
Daughters met Monday with Mrs to be given Dec 3. in connection
spent Saturday in Portland.
WESTERN side, unfurnished apart
of
the
past
a
story
of
our
finest
old
|
UNKNOWN
ment to let. 14 Summer street. Ollburner.
Edgar A. Ames, district deputy Anna Starrett, the afternoon being with the fair and supper under aus
bath_ garage. MISS ANNIE FRYE 134-tf
enterprise," said Mr. Colcord ln con- j
pices of the Mystic Rebekah Lodge
grand master of the Masonic Lodge passed in sewing patchwork.
MADE IN PORTLAND, ME.
TEN-room house on Warren street to
here stands above a fuel of known quality
elusion. “We want people to con-1
The
cast
of
the
play,
which
is
being
let, all modern improvements; rent
An afternoon of social sewing at
of Maine, installed the officers of
. . . D&H Cone-Cleaned ANTHRACITE.
tribute
marine
objects
to
our
mu•
reasonable.
ROBERT COLLINS. Tel. 77.
King Solomon lodge in Waldoboro. the home of Mrs. Nancy Clark, and directed by Mrs. Edna Moore. Miss
__________________________________ 132-tf
l.seum.
We
especially
desire
half!
Advise
the
quantity
of
D&H
that
you
Friday assisted by Ralph U. Clark of Mrs. Eleanor Barrett is planned for Annie Starrett and Mrs. Corinne
FURNISHED apartment. 3 rooms. 2nd
’ nodels—Which are the absolute
require and we’ll deliver the quality—
| floor. Bath, lights, oil heat, garage lf
Rockland, past district deputy, as Wednesday at 1 o'clock. A small ad Ferkins. contains: Edwin Kenrick i
desired.
Fine condition. Suitable for
, j source of ship designs of that
quickly, cleanly and courteously.
cntiple. c. A. EMERY Tel. 436-M 120-tf
marshal. Monday night they installed mission fee will be charged to be Miss Mildred Spear, Herbert K.
period."
TWO 4-room tenements to let at 38
the officers of St. George Lodge in used toward buying a rug for the Thomas. Mrs. Shirley Bowley, Earle!
Mechanic St. suitable for one family lf
Warren.
chapel, for use at parties and other Moore. Donald Ward. Miss Christine !
desi-ed Lights, flush. MRS. W. S. KENMSTON. 176 Main St . Tel 874-W. 132-tf
Starrett, Mrs. Nancy Clark Miss
As a result of an active campaign social gatherings.
CAMDEN
NEWLY decorated apt. to let, lour
the Parent-Teacher Association has
TEL. 487 ROCKLAND
Dr. and Mrs. Arthur Grose closed Christine Starrett. Mrs. Nancy Clark.
rooms, and bath. 12 Knox St., Tel. 156-W.
Capt.
J.
Arthur
Wagner
left
yes132-tf
48 new members.
their home at Warren Highlands and Miss Annie Starrett, and Dr. Blake
I terday for Elizabeth City, N. C . after
FOUR-room apartment to let, all
J. M. Winchenbach. who has been went yesterday to Boston where they Annis. The fair and supper will be J
modern, at 48 Grace St. Tel. 133.
132-tf
1 spending a short time here and on a
visiting his sister, Mrs. Alma Spear, have taken an apartment for the held at the I.O.O.F. hall, and the.
APARTMENT
to
let
at
corner
of
1 hunting trip in the big woods.
Union and Grove Sts. Very reasonable.
for several days, returned yesterday winter.
play at Town hall.
I MRS LEOLA ROSE, 100 Union 3t 132-tf
Mrs.
Rosamond
Graham
of
Boston
to Framingham. Mass.
Glover hall, redecorated by Wilder!
Callers Friday at the home of Mrs.
FOUR-room apaitinent to let, all
spent the weekend in town.
Mr. and Mrs. Weikko Anderson are A) T, Norwood were Mrs. Lillian Moore and Lyman Randall, from the j
| modern Apply at CAMDEN & ROCK!
LAND
WATER CO . Tel 634
132-tf
Mr
and
Mrs.
Zlatko
Balokovic
receiving congratulations on the Prouty. Charles Smith, and Mrs. proceeds of the Bi-centennial cele- '
have
returned
to
New
York
City
after
birth Friday of a daughter, Lorraine, Zena Nelson all of Union.
bration, is attractive in cream walls. |
».
a few weeks passed here.
RATES:
at their home on Green street.
♦
Mrs. William Stevens, and Mrs. and woodwork. The committee in- 1
Kenneth Blackington shot a buck
Jingle
Mrs. M. K. ILineken returned Herbert Kenniston spent Friday with eluded George W. Walker. Willis R. [
♦
to Your hotel in BOSTON
Saturday in Lincolnville.
Saturday after three months' visit Mrs. Percy Jones in St. George.
Doubl. *J8-4»-4 U
Vinal. and Miss Edna F. Boggs. The
Mrs. Wallace Robbins who has
with Mr. and Mrs. A. V. Barton, in
AU ROOMS WITM BATH
LADIES -Reliable hair goods at Rock
Gary Kenniston entertained sev stage has been reinforced.
j
been
a surgical patient at Commun
500 Rooms
land Hair 8tore, 24 Elm St. Mall orders
Niantic, Conn.
Sp«ci«t w«<Uy rtUt
Miss Marjorie Spear is visiting Mr.
AND UP
eral young friends, Saturday morning
solicited. H. C. RHODES. Tel. 519-J.
ity Hospital is spending a few days
Simon Hahn, who spent the past at a party at his log-cabin play and Mrs. Ellis Spear Jr. in Newton !
132-tf
Your Old Range Taken in
RADIO
week with his father Roland Hahn,
with Mr. and Mrs. C. J. Herrick be
Centre,
Mass.
Ezchange
ATTENTION: Worthwhile Spiritual
house. Present were Mary Norwood.
5ERVID0R
Reading. You may ask questions. 25c and
returned Saturday to Cambridge,
fore returning to her home in Hope
Mr. and Mrs. Clarence Davis of | Atlantic Ranges are available in
Lois Norwood, James Halligan. Joyce
stamp. G. A. A JONES. Bluehill Falls.
TUB
’-.SHOWER
Mass.
Mrs.
Charles
E.
Smith
has
returned
Black and All Enamel Finishes
Me.
136*138
Halligan, and Lillian Durrell. The Waterville were recent guests of Mr.
The stated meeting of Orient
to Washington after spending a few
EASY TERMS AS DESIRED
children enjoyed games and re and Mrs Frank Davis.
days here.
Lodge FAM. will be held tonight in
Dinner guests Sunday of Mr. and i
freshments.
Masonic hall at 7:39. at which time
Haskell Sherman of Portland
The name of Mrs. Laura Seavey jMrs Arthur Starrett were Mrs. Laura
« NORTH STATION
the entered apprentice degree will be was omitted in error from the list oi i starrett- Mr- and Mrs. Boynton
passed the weekend with relatives in
*4 STEP-^r««yevr TRAIN-f.y.tf/- ROOM"
this
community.
worked.
ladies appointed for the social service Maxey and daughter Joan,
late
Mrs. Arthur J. Elliot delightfully
The Public Library is observing
TEL. So«
committee of the Baptist Church.
Miss Eleanor H. Goodwin spent the
entertained at dinner Saturday noon
National Book Week and all Inter
Mr. and Mrs. William Barrows vcplcend
Union with Mr and Mrs. 315-325 MAIN RT., ROCKLAND
1 YOUR CONVENIENCE
47-tl
at The Copper Kettle, in Rockland,
ested
are urged to visit the Libraiy
went Friday to Wilmington, Mass., Ed®ar Barker.
later coming to her home on Elliot

Then Overboard Goes the New Telephone Cable,
Replacing One 26 Years Old

"SALADA"

FOR SALE

In Everybody’s Column

WANTED

A CLAM PROBLEM ARISES

Canada May Limit Exportation Into This Country
—Our Supply Shrinking

TO LET

LINCOLN COLCORD AT CAMDEN

Atlantic
RANGES

QUANTITY

M. B. & C. 0. PERRY

NO TRAFFIC OR TAXI/

M9.50

STONINGTON
FURNITURE CO.

MISCELLANEOUS J

ADVERTISEMENTS

VMyfalfyiA
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Every-Other-Day

/METHEBESEC CLUB

JOHN WATTS LIKES

OCl ETY
Mr. and Mrs. Lyndon Bunker and
daughter Gaile were visitors in the!
City Saturday and Sunday, accom-!
panied by Mrs. Bunker's sister Mrs. I
Frederica Tibbetts who had been
visiting them for a few days while
on leave from her duties at J. J.!
Newberry's store.

Rev. and Mrs. J. Charles MacDon
ald announce the approaching mar
riage of their daughter, Emily Mae.
to Richard W. Gray of Brooklyn, Dec
19, at 6 p. m. in the First Baptist
Church, Rockland, the faother of the
bride officiating. Tlie attendants will
be Gwendolyn MacDonald, sister of
the bridefl maid of honor; Howard
Gray of Brooklyn, brother of the
groom, best man; Raffella Serio of
Scranton. Pa., organist; Carl Schauffell and Frank Lawrence of Phila
delphia, John Gray of Brooklyn and
Millard Hart of Rockland, ushers.

Mrs. Levi Flint, Mrs Dyer and Mrs.
Earle MacWilliams motored Thurs
day to East Brook where they were
the guests of Mrs. Jasper Wilbur.
On the return trip Friday, they were
joined by Mrs. Daniel Young of
Ellsworth.

Mrs. H. M. Noyes and Miss Alice
Gould who have been visiting Mr.
and Mrs. Almon Cooper, Limerock
street, have gone to Portland where
they will be guests for a few days at
the Congress Square Hotel.
Members of Corner Club met Fri
day afternoon with Mrs. Fred Collamore, Camden road. Bridge honors
were won by Mrs. Mida Packard.
Mrs. Choris Jenkins and Mrs. Ethel
Gonia.

Mr. and Mrs. Barrett Cotton left
Sunday by motor for a vacation trip
in the course of which some time will i
be spent in the big woods in the
vicinity of Lake Moxie.
Miss Maureen Burns was the guest
of friends in Portland over the week
end.

A most enjoyable evening was
spent at the home of Mr. and Mrs
Alfred E. Staples, 15 Crescent street
Sunday. Music was furnished by
the “H.K.B. Boys." and lunch was
served. Those present included Mr.
and Mrs. Alfred E. Staples and son
Walter Sukeforth, Mr. and Mrs. E.
Pontzi and daughter of Waterville.
Albert Huntley. Mr. and Mrs. Roland
Sukeforth and daughter Helen.

Mr. and Mrs. L. E Blackington re
turned
Friday from a holiday visit I
Mrs. A. J. Nichols entertained at
as guest of Mr. and Mrs. B. B. Mans- j
bridge Friday night, prize for high(
field.
score going to Mrs. Karl O'Brien.

Mrs. Walter Greenlaw has returned
History Study Group met Thurs from New Britain, Conn, where she
day afternoon with Mrs. Sadie Leach, visited her son Alfred.
the hostess giving an interesting talk
oft her recent trip abroad, stressing Cyras Pinkham of New York visit- i
principally the northern route, Nor ed his former home in this city Satway and Sweden.
j urday.
At the Women's Educational Club
meeting Friday night in the Central
Maine rooms, Mrs. Carrie W. Fow
ler will be hostess. JoHh M. Pomeroy
the speaker, will have for his sub
ject, "The Chamber of Commerce.”

I Owing to the critical illness of
■ Capt. H. R. Huntley, relatives have
| been called here, including his
daughters, Mrs. Lula McCrea of Payson, Ill., Mrs. Linda Hanna of Brook
lyn. N. Y.; a granddaughter. Mrs.
Jeanette Molway and daughter Ann
Major and Mrs. Coburn Berry, who
and son Charles of Staten Island.
have been spending several months N Y.
at the family home on Broadway,
went Saturday to Portland, where
ROCKPORT
they have taken rooms at the Colum
bia Hotel for the winter. They are
Mr. and Mrs. H. O. Heistad had as
planning to visit their son in Minne
dinner guests Sunday Mr. and Mrs.
sota in the near future.
John Porter Hennings i Solveig
Mr. and Mrs. Owen Grant of North Heistad) of Portland. Mr. and Mrs.
Haven, who spent the weekend in Trygve Heistad and daughter Selma
this city, were guests Monday of Mr. of Brunswick, Mr. and Mrs. R. L.
and Mrs. H. J. Philbrook, Union Jones, and Miss Mina E. Tower, of
Rockland, the occasion celebrating
street.
Mrs. Heistad's birthday.
Mrs. E. C. Moran Jr. was hostess to
T Club Friday night at her home on
Chestnut street. Sewing was fol
lowed by late lunch.

ght a Cold ?

' To help end it sooner,

Mrs Harold Marshall of Ocean
street, entertained Friday night at
a bridge-lunch, in honor of her niece,
Miss Ruth Killeran of Thomaston,
whose birthday anniversary fell on
that date. The guests were Miss Ada
Coleman, Mrs. Margaret Lakeman,
Mrs. Anna Donaldson, and Mrs.
Anita Messer of Thomaston and Miss
Maerice Blackington and Mrs. Phyl
lis Leach of this city. Miss Killeran
was presented with many lovely gifts.
Circle supper will be held at the
Congregational Church Wednesday
night. Mrs. C. F. Snow, chairman
will be assisted by Miss Alice Gay.
Mrs. Edwin Scarlott, Mrs. C. F. Joy,
Mrs. Archie Bowley, Mrs. Milton
Griffin, Mrs. Earle Gowell, Mrs.
Ralph Smith. Mrs. Murray Whaleu,
Mrs. Rhama Philbrick. Mrs. Emery
Howard. Mrs. George Wood, Mrs. J.
E. Stevens and Mrs. L. A. Thurston.

The Diligent Dames will meet Sat
urday with Mrs. Nettie Bird Frost.
Members are asked to notice change
in day.
The "Four B’s" met Saturday with
Bobby Jones, at his home on Ocean
street, games and refreshments be
ing enjoyed by the members. The
next meeting will be with Betty
O'Brien, Nov. 28.

Wending Southward for a season's
sunshine in Miami. Mr. and Mrs. W.
O. Fuller found cheer in transit, for
their route lay through country
boasting foliage brilliant in gol^
amber and lovely reds of the oaks..
Many gardens were still aflame with
blossoms, particularly a wealth of
chrysanthemums, while cotton fields
flaunted their fleecy tops to the
winds of heaven, none being saved
for market. Miami is now having its
hottest weather, but donning lighter
garments, the Fullers lost no time in
becoming re-acquainted with their
winter home, a ride about the city
affording them a general view of new
hotels going up and a tremendous
amount of building in progress.
Among the first to be greeted was E.
M. Lawrence of Rockland from whom
It was learned that Mrs. Lawrence is
to go abroad.

rub throat and chest with

SOUTHERN WINTER
CRUISE

CONTEST
TO WHOM IT MAY CONCERN
A sum of money sufficient to
cover the expenses of the winners
of the Southern Winter • Cruise
Contest has been deposited in the
Knox County Trust Company in
a special account to be drawn only
for this purpose.

The following board has been
appointed by the contest stores for
cheeking, counting and examining
all votes:
MR. CHAUNCEY KEENE
MR. LENDON JACKSON
MR. HARRY WILBUR
Please note that all (huntings
and results will be verified over a
notary public's seal.

PERRY'S MAIN ST. MARKET
PERRY'S PARK ST. MARKET
GREGORY'S
• JOHNSTON'S DRUG STORE
CRIE HARDWARE STORE
SENTER CRANE CO.
McLAIN SHOE STORE
CRIE S GIFT SHOP
H. H. CRIE CO.
SEA VIEW GARAGE
M. B & C. O. PERRY
COAL AND WOOD YARD
OCEAN VIEW BALLROOM

With Circus On One Side and
Ball!Rield On the Other He
Should

Maine-iac At Large [
<$■ <§> <§>

By Alvary Gay

Pirates of the Spanish Main
and The Vikings On the
Program
i

Editor of The Courier-Gazette:—
The Methebesec Club met last Fri
"I formed the habit of coming to
Tourists are arriving here with a
day
afternoon at the home of Mrs.
Washington when I was five years
rush now and cars are seen daily
Gladys
S. Heistad. Amesbury Hill,
old, and I am glad that I shall not
from all States in the Union. How
lose that haibit in the next four Rockport, with 40 members respond
ever, I am the only one from Maine years." So said F. D. R. to the 130,000 ing to roll call. Mrs. Adelaide E.
in this city, so far, according to in people jammed onto the Union Sta Lowe was assisting hostess. A guest
formation from the Chamber of tion Plaza. How fortunate I was; was Miss Annie M. Ervine of Round
Commerce. In St. Petersburg, 25 you can picture for yourself; I saw Pond, president of the Fortnightly
miles south, there are plenty of visi the crowds, the flags and the Presi Club of that town, who voiced her
dent. I listened to the bands and the
tors from the Pine Tree State.
broadcast all from the vantage point pleasure at being present in a most
Sarasota, a city of 13,000 popula of a high hotel roof.
gracious manner. Mrs. Maude Blod
tion in summer and 25.000 in winter.! Even Washington admits it was
gett acted as secretary ln the absence
is a fine place. I am camping in a quite a sight. Diplomats and notables of Mrs. Carrie Palmer 'who is ill. Re
large park set aside for trailers— the have come and gone, but never be ports having special interest were
fore have the people turned out as
section being now one-quarter filled
those from the Ways and Means
they did to welcome the rc-elected
Committee. Mrs. Edith Blaney. chair
with
167
trailers.
Pull
capacity
of
They’re not just a collection of
President back to the capital. Wash
2500 persons will probably be reached ington always makes a pleasant stop man, andl Benevolence Committee,
1454. 15, 1554’s that we’ve chris
by Christmas. A likable couple from on the North-to-6outh drive. It ls, Mrs. Minnie Rogers, chairman. Mrs.
tened "Thanksgiving shirts.”
Oregon are my next door neighbors. quoting again from President Roose Florence Snow was admitted to
The fact is we’re getting as much
Without half trying I can throw a velt, the most beautiful city in the membership.
thrill showing them over a display
Miscellaneous events, devoted to
rock and hit the fence of the ball world.
case as you will over your belt
health items, were presented by Mrs,
park where the Red Sox train. A
I made it my third night stop on
line.
*
bunch of star players is here already, the trip down. And talk about ease! Blodgett.
A paper, “Pirates of the Spanish
having come early to play golf; in This new route No. 202 makes It a
New colors . . . grays as live as
fact they are scattered all over the I snap to come sailing down out of the Main,' was presented by Mrs.
lavenders . . . and when we say
West Coast. I have met half a dozen New England states. The route runs Blanche Ellsworth, whose vivid word
“tans, too" . . . don’t hit the ceil
of them and decided that old Dizzy Is from Wilmington, Delaware to Ban pictures brought forth such pictur
ing, for they’re as mannish as a
quite
a boy! So are the Waner gor. I think that the best way to hit esque figures as Capt. fcidd, Black
cowboy's chaps.
brothers. An all-star team Is being It from Rockland is to go directly to Beard. Blue Beard. Prince Rupert of
Now is the time to take care of
organized to play the pick of the Gorham. True the Maine end of it the Rhine, and other famous pirates.
your neck before the turkey loses
West Coast and you may well believe is as yet unmarked except for State M!rs. Ellsworth used two of her own I
poems written about pirates, witty
that I'll be on deck at that game.
hts.
numbers. Pick up State route No. 4
and clever as the bits of fun she In
Ringling Bros. Circus has just
in Gorham and thence straight into
terspersed at times in her paper,
i landed at its winter quarters here, so
The Shirts
Rochester, N. H„ where No. 202 comes
near that I went over to see the on the scene. Then regardless of gas making the whole most enjoyable.
$2.50
Of interest, too, were the pictures of
animals unloaded. Another pleasure
station attendants or back-seat driv Blue Beard's Castle at St. Thomas, |
I’ve had was swimming—tempera
ers you stick to that old No. 202 until
Thanksgiving Neckwear
procured by Mrs. Ellsworth during a
ture of the water posted at 78 de
you run squarely into U. S. No. 1 trip there.
grees.
$1.00, $1.50
away down' near Kennett Square,
The Heistad home with its beauti
I have a lot here and expect to go
which is below Philadelphia.
ful
murals of Norwegian scenes was a
to
work
In
two
weeks,
which
is
soon
Ladies’ and Girls’
Actually there are times when you particularly happy setting for Mrs.
enough for the heat gets me at first.
get sort of lonesome for want of the
Ski Jackets
Heistad's paper "The Vikings,” In
They tell me It grows cooler in
familiar zzip-zzip or the smell of the
which she touched upon several
January. Everyone here is a booster I
$7.50, $8.50, $10.00
other car s exhaust. But don't get the
phases of the period in history
for his town and that's what makes
idea that you are ?5r out ln the
known as The Viking Age, such as
for prosperity. Residents do every
Ski Pants
country. You’re not. You come
the expeditions shipbuilding, dis
thing possible to make the visitor
through some of the nicest and coveries with special mention of Ice
$4.50, $5.00, $6.00
happy and comfortable, which cer
cleanest little cities you could desire.
land, Greenland and Leiv Eiriksson's
tainly counts for a great deal.
For example, Morristown, N. J.; a
Parka’s
discovery' of the mainland of North
John Watts
city of nearly 20.000 inhabitants and
for men and women
America in the year 1030, and the
City Tousist Park, Sarasota, Fla.,
with plenty of first class sleeping Viking Ship Finds with mention of
beautiful colorings
Nov. 13.
and eating places. This city serves the Gokstad and Oseberg ships which
$7.50, $8.50
as an example of what will happen
had been placed in their burial
DONATION DAY
when high taxes come along. Back a
♦♦♦♦
mounds in the 8th and 9th centuries.
few years Morristown was one of the Mrs. Heistad displayed In connec
Home For Aged Women classy spots of Jersey. A great many
tion with her paper an exquisite
Will Hold Open House families of vast wealth made it their silver reproduction of a Viking ship,
home. Now due to the high rate of a counterpart of the Gokstad ship;
416 MAIN ST., ROCKLAND, ME.
November 24
taxation these people are moving Snorre Sturlason's “Heimskringla”
elsewhere. During the summer of which is held as leading authority on
F# itor of The Courier-Gazette:—
1936 eight mansions were tom down early Scandinavian history (written
It is again my pleasant duty to exMISS DUNHAM COMES
on one street in Morristown.
in the 1200's); several books treating
1 tend through the columns of your
Leaving Washington I stayed on the Viking Age; pictures and booklets
Holyoke Woman Succeeds paper a cordial invitation to the citi- No. 1 only as far as Petersburg, Va. on the Viking Ship Finds, etc.
Miss Lawrence As Demon- zens °f Rockland t0 ** present at the At that point Route No. 301 leads Mrs. Heistad closed her paper with
annual reception and tea at the Home away almost straight to the South. a brief story of Olaf Tryggvason, one
And when It came time for the over of the most famous Vikings; also one
stration Agent
For Aged Women on Tuesday after
night stop I found myself in one of
Esther L. Dunham of Holyoke noon. Nov. 24. from 1 to 5 o'clock. the queer parts of our country, The of the most chivalric and heroic of
early Norwegian kings, dwelling
Mass., has been appointed home Visitors are always welcome at the Carolinas and Georgia are a world by
largely upon the famous battle of
demonstration agent in Knox and Home, but on Donation Day we keep themselves, I do believe. One extra Svolder, fought Sept. 9, 1030. in which
open house for all our friends and ?00(j stop
j wouid recommend
Lincoln counties, according to an an
Olaf lost his life. Fitting perfectly
well-wishers. The home is open for that anyone try to make is in Waiterinto the picture was the singing by
nouncement from Arthur L. Deering, inspection. the members of the family
boro, S. C. There two enterprising Mr. Heistad of “Olaf Tryggvason" by
director of the University of Maine will give you a cordial welcome and men have built a complete travelers
Reissiger, a dramatic setting of
Extension Service. She will begin In the dining room the directors oi haven, The Lady Lafayette Hotel,
Bjomson's poem based on the tragic
work Dec 1, succeeding Jessie M. the board of management will give Tourist Cottages and Grill.
death of the young king. Mrs. Heis
you tea and dainty refreshments.
The day after Walterboro puts tad was at the piano.
Lawrence, who will then become
Come and see what a comfortable you ln Florida. From there on it is a
The meeting Nov. 27. will be at the
Aroostook County home demonstra homelike place it is and if perhaps
question of what place in the State home of Mrs. Ruth Ellingwood, with
tion agent.
you may wish to help us in our work, you have decided on as your winter
Mrs. Blodgett as assisting hostess.
Miss Dunham has been teaching we shall be grateful for your assist home. For me it is once again St. The papers will be 'Round the Horn
this year at Hardwick Academy, ance. Gifts of money, food, groceries, Petersburg. Already over 6.000 tour in a Windjammer,” given by Miss
Hardwick. Vt. She has also taught in fuel are always needed and welcome. ists have registered at the Chamber Castera Cushman, and “Clipper
Groton, Vt. and Salem, N. H. She We know that if you will come one? of Commerce; optimistic as usual the Ships" by Mrs. Mary Overlock. There
ls a graduate of Framingham. Mass., and get acquainted with us, you will gentlemen of the realty business and will be miscellaneous events and
some others look for another record- music.
state teachers college and has taken want to come again.
A Director of the Board.
breaking season.
extension courses from Massachu
Among the new innovations are
setts State College.
ENJOY YOUR DINNER
the parking meters on the main busi
While at Framingham. Miss Dun
*
——
>
WEDNESDAY ness street. Five cents for 30 minutes;
ham was active In the student gov
But
With
the
Knowledge
ernment association, a member of the
THURSDAY sort of a good thing as it docs keep
You’ve Enabled Someone
open spaces Ik front of tlie business
fine arts club, msical club, home
houses. Of cours? it won t do at all
Else To Have,One
economics club and other organiza
for those who never know what they
tions. She also played on basketball
Rockland, Nov. 14
go into a store for, but for those who
and baseball teams, and coached dra
Editor of Tlie Courier-Gazette:—
want
something
In
a
hurry
a
nickel
matics and basketball.
Thanksgiving is the time when we
ls nothing and' the system should
work out. There Is however one should not only be thankful for our
rather clever dodge; a car pulls into own special blessings—of family,
i a epace in front of a store; the driver home, health, and strength and for
jumps out and drops in his nickel, the necessities of life, but thankful
rushes into the store and makes his for the opportunity to serve others
Proclaiming Nov. 26 as Thanksgiv
purchase and dashes out and away. who are less fortunate than ourselves
ing Day, Gov. Brann yesterday said
, Perhaps his errand only took him 10 —to visit the shut-ins and sick—to
Maine and the Nation have “every
minutes. Well, the little green flag leave food where both cupboard and
reason to be profoundly thankful" as
shows that th?re ptill remain 20 table are almost bare.
the year 1936 draws to a close.
There are plenty of such places
minutes parking time. So along
“In humble thanksgiving and in
comes Johnnie, very neatly parks just now in Rockland. On my rounds
recognition ot the blessings of divine
and does his errar.d on the other of visitation I find so many who arc
providence,” he said, “the people of
facing Thanksgiving Day with their
fellow's nickel.
*
Maine may well pause on the annual
Warm? Mm-mm. nice. 72’ on the usual fare of baked beans; they do
day which our New England fore
front porch at 5 p. m.
not complain, but is there not an
fathers established to offer our sin
St. Petersburg, Fla., Nov. 12
opportunity here to put the meaning
cere gratitude to God.
of Thanksgiving into practice. Your
"We give grateful thanks for a new
r DICK
JOAN
grocer will put up a basket for you
WEST
HOPE
era of American prosperity now as
and deliver it.
POWELL * BLONDELL
suredly here; for the wage increase
WARREN
FRANK
Then there are the old people—the
B. Nichols’ winter larder is the
affecting thousands of our citizens;
WILLIAM • McHUGH
Darby and Joans—lonesome and
richer for a deer shot Thursday.
for a higher standard of American
Miss Ruth Arrington passed the poor. Put up a small basket of fruit
YACHT CLUB BOYS
living, for the many individual hapweekend with Mrs. Wentworth. In canned soup, glass of jelly and
pipesses.
I company with Mr. and Mrs. Willard cookies. Deliver the basket yourself
“It is an occasion for thanks that
NOW PLAYING
Wellman they called Saturday night and be doubly blessed.
there Ls a broader recognition of the
on Mr. Wentworth who is steadily
I will gladly supply names and ad
great truth that religion, based upon
gaining at Knox Hospital.
dresses of such deserving folk. En
the simple precept of love of God and
Visitors at the home of Lucretia joy your Thanksgiving better by
mankind, is the cornerstone of life,
Pushaw recently were Mrs. Hanson sharing it with others.
with
opportunity, of human happiness and
and daughter Alice of Camden, Mr.
IRENE DUNNE
Helen Corbett
sane thinking and living.”
and Mrs. Roscoe Russell of Cooper's
The Governor also said that “free
Mills, Dyer Willis of Pittsfield, Mrs.
dom of conscience and worship conJ. M. Pushaw of South Hope. Mr. and
j tinue unimpaired.”
Mrs. J. Leli and children of Woods
“We are a't peaece with the world
Hole, Mass., Mrs. Leli (Anna Flynn) Ease the agonizing pain quickly and
and with ourselves. We are secure in
was a nurse in Massachusetts while reduce soreness by immediate use of
Phone 892
our freedom. We possess, as a peo
Mrs. Pashaw was a hospital patient.
MAT. 2, EVE. 6:30 * 6:30
ple, equality of life and opportunity,":
This was their first meeting in 20
CONT. SAT. 2:00 lo 10:30
years.
he said.

Shirts for Thanksgiv

REAL BARGAINS AT ALL TIME LOW PRICES
Furniture, Bedding, Carpets and Stoves
Black Ranges No. 8 at $42.50; Enamel at $59.50
Complete Living Room—Nine Pieces
$77.30 complete
Divan. Two Large Chairs. End Table. Floor Lamp, Bridge Lamp,
Foot Stool, Davenport Table, 9x12 Fell Base Rug—B'g Values

V. F. STUDLEY, Inc.
283 MAIN STREET

Tu&S-tf

SPECIAL

THANKSGIVING

ing ... the smartest

TELEPHONE 1154

ROCKLAND

Have One Of Our New

you ever tucked

Wireless Permanents

under your belt.

At a lower price than ever before
All Other Permanent Prices Are Reduced
52.00 Irom Former Prices, with Waves from

$3,00 to $10.00
i
(

TELEPHONE 8S6 FOR \

APPOINTMENT

J

AL’S HAIRDRESSING SALON
ROCKLAND, MAINE

286 MAIN STREET,

THE LITTLE AD THAT SAVES

SLENDA-WRAPS
THE CHARMING NEW UNIFORMS
Slenda-Wraps, handsome new vogue in Uniforms,
are available in White, Blue, Green and Tan.
Carefully tailored, slenderizing in fine linenc.

$1.50
E. B. HASTINGS & CO. I

GREGORY’S

Let us settle your plumbing and heating problems.
Modern heating is effortless, efficient and inexpen
sive. Beat old winter this year. We are equipped
to install every type of heating equipment. Our
plumbing department is at your service.
For Free Estimate ask for

“RED” NEWHALL
Heating Engineer and Master Plumber
Telephone 730

M'LOON SALES & SERVICE
Opposite Post Office
21 LIMEROCK ST.

TEL. 730
135-140

WEDNESDAY NITE IS

THURSDAY

BANK NITE
TOTAL AWARDS

$175.00

MJ'

1/

$150.00
25.00

FIRST AWARD.
SECOND AWARD,

If first award taken, second award
hi Id over
ON THE SCREEN

The "Cuckoos"
in Egypt/,

Wilk

larbaia Peppo'
Moroni Olien
Frank M.Thomaa
WUUa Bon
SPECIAL CHILDREN’S
MATINEE WEDNESDAY
4 O’CLOCK—10 CENTS

SHOW BOAT

MAY ROBSON
SYBIL JASON
GUY KIBBEE
JANE BRYAN • FRED LAWRENCE
DICK PURCELL*MARY TREEN
Mwoic * Lyric* by M K. Jerame A Jack Sckall
Directed by Nick Onnde • A Fiitl National Fitter®

TODAY
WILL ROGERS

in
“STATE FAIR"

kBURNS«4

Resinol

ROCKLAND

~ . ......... . ...... .... . .........

zz

READ THE COURIER-GAZETTE WANT ADS
.alg
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SELLING

AT THE FULLER=COBB STORE

ENTIRE
FIRE
STOCK

Men’s, Women’s and
Children’s Furnishings

' DRESSES SPORT CLOTHES
COATS SILK HOSIERY YARNS
DOMESTICS BLANKETS
Toilet Goods Corsets Curtains
Dress Goods Gloves Jewelry
Cosmetics China Glassware
Gifts and Paints

OF THE
WELL KNOWN

Everything Carried by
Better Department Stores

McKENZIE DEPARTMENT STORE
MOVED

TO

OUR

STORE

FROM

RUMFORD, MAINE

MOST OF THESE GOODS ONLY DAMAGED BY WATER, AND PLENTY IN PERFECT CONDITION!

Sale
Begins

WEDNESDAY, NOV. 18, at 9 A. M.
AND WILL CONTINUE UNTIL THIS ENTIRE STOCK IS SOLD

COME IN AND LOOK AROUND EVERY DAY AS NEW MERCHANDISE WILL BE PLACED ON SALE DAILY. ALL OF OUR REGULAR MERCHANDISE WILL BE SOLD AT EQUALLY
LOW PRICES. STOCK UP NOW FOR WINTER GOODS AND CHRISTMAS GIFTS AND SAVE PLENTY OF MONEY AS YOU WILL SEE DRASTIC CUTS IN McKENZIE’S PRICE TAGS!
BOYS’ SUITS, COATS
AND JACKETS

One-half Price

BOYS' BELL

LADIES’ FELT HATS

,

83c

SHIRTS, BLOUSES

54c

ALL WOOL

LADIES’ CORSETS

Less than 1-2 Price

SNOW SUITS

CHILDREN’S SOX

$1.95

25c Values

12c

YARNS

YARD GOODS

•

Belding and other well known
brands

50c yard
Values to $1.95 yard

DR. DENTON'S

Regular 50c Value

SLEEPING
GARMENTS

28c
NOTIONS

One-half Price

ALL WOOL

CHATHAM
BLANKETS
$6.50 Value

$3.95
PEQUOT SHEETS
All Sizes

79c

79c

FRUIT OF THE LOOM

BROADCLOTHS

PAINTS
Sherwin-Williams

$2.17 gallon

Linen Toweling, Picque

LADIES'

14c yard

WOOL SKIRTS

FRUIT OF THE LOOM

83c

COTTON CLOTH

LADIES’ SHOES

10c yard

95c

CANNON

MEN’S SHIRTS

PEQUOT

TURKISH TOWELS

PILLOW CASES

18x36

Hathaway
$2.00 and $2.50 Quality

15c

10c

89c

25 EXPERIENCED
SALES LADIES
WANTED
APPLY AT ONCE

■ V'

LADIES’ SWEATERS

DUNGAREES, PANTS

One-half Price

All Wool

.

FLEISHER AND BEAR BRAND

68c

CHILDREN’S

Regular $69.50

$33.50

* * * *

LASHER HOSE

TOYS

FUR COATS

MEN’S

PURE SILK

MEN’S OVERALLS,

SHETLAND FLOSS
ZEPHYR GERMANTOWN

ball 14c
•

SPORT YARNS,
3 ounce hank
KNITTING WORSTED, 3 3-4 oz hank
CASSIMERE SPORT YARN, 2 oz ball
ANGEL CREPE, reg. 60c,
ball
TWINKLE CREPE, reg. 59c,
ball
BRETTON TWEED,
ball
BUCILLA, crochet and knitting, 700 yds
.

39c
39c
29c
30c
29c
23c
29c

* * * *

Yarns of Every Description at Fire Sale Prices!

COSMETICS

39c

CIIARLtS OF THE RITZ
ROGER Si GALLET
RICHARD IIUDNUT
YARDLEY'S

Kid, Pigskin, Capeskin
AI1 Styles and Sizes
Values up to $3.98

UNION SUITS
/

BATHROBES

LADIES’ GLOVES

MEN’S WINTER

50c

39c

$1.19

Values up to $10.00
All sold at

One-half Price
LADIES' RAYON

MEN’S PANTS

LADIES’

AU Wool Serge, All Colors,
All Sizes

PURE SILK SLIPS

PANTIES, BLOOMERS
AND STEP-INS

Values to S2.50

Regular and Extra Sizes

Values $4.00 to $6.75

50c

$2.45

LADIES’ DRESSES

LADIES’ HOSIERY

Linen and Broadcloths
Some slightly soiled
Values up to $3.98

Humming Bird
All Colors. AU Sizes

48c

59c

68c

$ILK DRESSES
Latest Styles and Colors

$1.79
LADIES’ COATS

NO-MEND
AU Colors, AU Sizes

20c

UMBRELLAS
<

Gloria Cloth, 16 Rib

All Wool Sport and Fur Trimmed
Coats

$1.68

$4.90

■COBB STORE, Rockland, Maine

25 EXPERIENCED
SALES LADIES
WANTED
APPLY AT ONCE

